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A book is made from a tree. It is an assemblage of flat, flexible parts (still called "leaves") imprinted with dark pigmented squiggles. One glance at it and you hear the voice of another person, perhaps someone dead for thousands of years. Across the millennia, the author is speaking, clearly and silently, inside your head, directly to you. Writing is perhaps the greatest of human inventions, binding together people, citizens of distant epochs, who never knew one another. Books break the shackles of time—proof that humans can work magic.

(Carl Sagan)

Introduction

Writing is a fundamental human activity. We write to fulfil many purposes in life: to create, amuse, inform, stay in touch, explain, understand, persuade, remember, learn, report, influence or discover new insights. As Sagan in the quote above notes, writing records our thinking, reaches through the mists of time and leaves our unique imprint (print or digital) on the world for generations to come.

Ireland is known the world over for its literary tradition and contributions to the literary canon. While few will become literary giants, writing plays a fundamental role, be it major or minor, in whatever career path we choose in life. The capacity to write well is also fundamental to success in school, which in turn supports individuals in discovering and reaching their potential in life. In 2003, the US National Commission on Writing (p.11) argued: ‘disciplined writing is the most valuable job attribute of all: a mind equipped to think. Writing today is not a frill for the few but an essential skill for the many’.

Troia, Lin, Monroe & Cohen (2009, p.77) contend that almost forty years ago a ‘paradigm shift occurred in writing instruction’ when process writing approaches (e.g. Graves, 1981, 1983, 1994; Calkins, 1986, 1994) rooted in the complexities of real classrooms were disseminated. Neuman and Shanahan concur and in a review of the 13 most influential studies in literacy (1997, p.209) argue that:

*before Donald Graves's research (1981), elementary writing, if taught at all, was dominated by grammar, spelling, and usage...At a time when many teachers were wondering what to do with this long-neglected aspect of the curriculum, Graves's research dramatically created an attractive approach to elementary writing instruction.*

In Ireland, though process-based approaches to the teaching of writing have formed part of the national curriculum for the past twenty years (e.g. NCCA/DES, 1999; NCCA, 2015; NCCA 2019), the teaching of writing using such approaches has been identified as a challenge (DES, 2005; NCCA, 2005; Eivers et al., 2010). More recently, surveys of teachers participating in the National Assessments of English and Mathematics (Kavanagh et al., 2015) found that almost half of pupils (44%) were taught by teachers who reported that professional development
for the teaching of writing was a high priority for them. In the same study, just over half (51%) of pupils were taught by teachers who indicated that they were confident teaching writing as a process. The remainder were taught by teachers who reported they were somewhat confident (46%) or not confident (4%). Dimensions of writing development which teachers indicated they would like support with include creative writing, the writing process, writing genres, development of an English writing plan, and engaging boys in writing (Kavanagh et al., 2015). With the current revision of the primary curricula underway, it is timely to review recent research and practice in relation to the pedagogy of writing.

This paper is divided into four major sections. The first section examines theoretical models of the writing process, the role of self-efficacy in writing and genre theory. The second section explores the implications of the models for writing pedagogy and explores research on effective evidence-based practices for implementing a process-based approach to writing in the senior classes of primary school. The third section addresses formative and summative assessment of writing. Drawing on the research presented in this paper, the final section highlights key recommendations for the pedagogy of writing.

**Section One: Writing Models and Role of Self-Efficacy in Writing**

[A] writer can confront a staggering hierarchy of problems, including how to generate and organize task-relevant ideas; phrase grammatically correct sentences that flow; use correct punctuation and spelling; and tailor ideas, tone, and wording to the desired audience (Deane et al., 2008).

According to Graham, Gillespie and McKeown (2013, p. 4), writing is “a goal directed and self-sustained cognitive activity requiring the skilful management of (a) the writing environment; (b) the constraints imposed by the writing topic; (c) the intentions of the writer(s); and (d) the processes, knowledge, and skills involved in composing”. Hence, writing is a complex problem-solving process (McCutchen, Teske, & Bankston, 2008) and depends, at least in part, on the writer’s understanding of and experience with the writing process and with the various skills involved in composing a text. This section describes the knowledge, skills and processes involved in writing.

**Models of the Writing Process**

A series of models of the writing process have been published since the early 1980s (e.g., Hayes & Flower, 1980; Bereiter & Scardamalia, 1987; Berninger & Swanson, 1994; De La Paz & Graham, 2002; McCutchen, 1996; McCutchen, 2000). These models provide an internal representation of how writers write. They describe how such processes as planning, translating, reviewing interact at different stages and the order in which they are acquired. Such information can help teachers to support writers in developing such knowledge, skills and strategies and in understanding learning outcomes for writing in the curriculum (NCCA, 2019). Summarising these models, Alamargot and Fayol (2009) note that writing (as composition) involves:

---

1The models considered in this section are cognitive or process models. Instructional models for teaching writing are examined in the second main section.
• drawing on two main types of knowledge – the knowledge required by the topic of the text; and linguistic knowledge (lexical, syntactical and rhetorical knowledge)²
• short-term memory, to maintain and re-organise information
• a dynamic interaction, whereby the text being produced depends on the goals that have been set, the intended audience, the conditions of the writing task, and the text that has been produced so far
• engagement in key processes of planning, translating ideas into mental linguistic representations, transcribing those representations into words, and revising
• the co-ordination and management of the writing task to ensure that processes are implemented appropriately, and writing is fluent.

### Key Writing Processes: Translating and Transcribing

**Translating**, turning ideas into language, is reliant upon the linguistic experience and knowledge of the writer; without adequate knowledge and experience with words, sentences and larger discourse (text) units, young writers will have difficulty translating their ideas or meaning into correct grammatical strings.

**Transcribing**, a sub-process of translating, is the act of putting the grammatical strings onto paper (or screen). It plays a crucial role in early writing development. Young writers need to develop fluent and automatic handwriting, keyboarding, and spelling skills to make transcription more automatic.

Writing models are often represented pictorially. Figure 1 shows Berninger and Swanson’s (1994) revision of Hayes and Flower’s (1980) model, adapted to better describe younger children’s writing processes. This model highlights the distinction between pre-planning (advanced planning) and the planning that writers engage in as they write or review words and sentences (more localised planning). Pre-planning typically involves a consideration of the requirements of the writing task (topic, audience and plans for writing, such as drawing on knowledge of specific genres or discourse types) and results in the generation of ideas, organisational schemas and goals (Berninger, Fuller & Whitaker, 1996). Online (during writing) or offline (post-writing) planning involves making decisions on word choice, sentence structure, and/or discourse structure. Offline planning (post-writing) may also result in revisions to writing.

In their model, Berninger and Swanson include translating or mapping ideas into grammatical strings of language, which are then transcribed into text by applying rules of spelling and good writing form (capitalisation, punctuation, well-formed letters etc.). For adult writers, the translation process can be a bottleneck that slows down writing fluency as they struggle to come up with new ideas. For children, transcription can be a bottleneck (for example, if they are emergent writer or struggle with handwriting and/or spelling in senior classes) (Hayes & Olinghouse, 2015).

²Lexical knowledge refers to the meaning of words in a writer’s lexicon. Syntactical knowledge is the knowledge of how words are combined in phrases and sentences (e.g., the order in which words are spoken or written); rhetorical knowledge refers to a writer’s understanding of the audience, purpose or context of writing.
A useful distinction in thinking about children’s writing processes is that between long-term memory and working memory. Long-term memory comprises knowledge of topic, audience and writing plans (often based on previous reading and writing experiences). Working memory holds knowledge retrieved from long-term memory, and is drawn on during planning, translating and revising (see left side of Figure 1). Young children with limited experience of writing may not have the short-term memory capacity to plan or revise their writing as they focus their efforts on transcription. Conversely, it has been argued that efficient management of the processes of writing within the limits of short-term memory is essential to producing good-quality texts (Breetvelt, van den Bergh, & Rijlaarsdam, 1994; Levy & Ransdell, 1995).

The knowledge required for writing (sometimes described as writing schemas) is typically stored in long-term memory. Included are strategies for producing texts; knowledge about the properties of the text to be written (genre, length, format, tone); and knowledge of the properties of genres (arguments, narratives, expositions etc.). Knowledge for writing will accrue over a number of years, and may include misconceptions. Classroom instructional practices (for example, teaching schema for narrative and informational texts) are highlighted in section 2 below: evidence-based practices for writing.

Goal setting is another important aspect of writing (see Figure 1, Planning). Goals guide all aspects of the writing process and strongly influence decision-making about what to write and how to write, while setting goals during writing may help children to ensure that they produce writing that is consistent with the task, purpose and audience (Hayes & Olinghouse, 2015). Examples of goals for writing include plans for writing a report, developing a writing plan, planning for revising an existing text, and planning to write a future piece of text (see Tables 4-9 below for classroom examples).

Other important aspects of writing include the roles of affect (attitude) and motivation, and the social context in which a writing task occurs (see the top of Figure 1). Motivation is important at each stage of the writing process (planning, translating, revising), but its key role is getting
the writer to write in the first place. Activities to build motivation include pupil choice of topic, connecting to pupils’ personal interests, cultures and communities; and writing for real purposes and audiences, including observing the teacher as a writer.

Finally, Berninger and Swanson note the role of metacognition in managing the interaction or co-ordination between writing processes such as planning, translating and reviewing. Here, metacognition refers to the writer’s awareness of writing processes. Declarative metacognitive knowledge refers to information about writing processes, while procedural knowledge refers to knowledge of procedures for planning, composing and evaluating/revising texts. The role of metacognition in writing is supported by research by Harris and Graham (1996), who found that providing students with self-regulated strategy development (SRSD) instruction significantly increased both students’ effort and their intrinsic motivation. Children may become metacognitively aware as they discover that the benefits of planning a piece of writing in the pre-writing phase (by, for example, consulting a range of source texts) can lead to fewer interruptions (and hence to greater fluency) during transcription (Beauvais, Favart, Passerault & Beauvais, 2012).

**Processes for Writing in the Primary Language Curriculum**

Many of the attitudinal and cognitive processes found in models of writing are also evident in the language curriculum (NCCA, 2015, 2019). These are often represented in learning outcomes which we can map onto developing communicative relationships through language (e.g., engagement, motivation and choice), understanding the content and structure of language (e.g., conventions of print and sentence structure, spelling and vocabulary) and exploring and using language (e.g., purpose, genre and voice, writing processes, response to author’s intent, and handwriting and presentation (see Figure 2).

![Figure 2: Key Learning Outcomes in Writing Mapped onto the Elements of Language Learning (Adaptation to NCCA, 2019: Figure 3)](attachment)

The curriculum also provides insights into relationships between oral language, reading and writing when it maps the learning outcome labels (concepts, dispositions and skills) for all
three strands onto the elements of language learning (NCCA, 2019: Table 1). For example, the learning label ‘purpose, genre and voice’ is mapped onto both reading and writing (Table 1, below). This suggests that there are crossovers between reading to writing and vice versa. Supporting children to identify key characteristics of a particular text genre during reading may also enable them to draw on that knowledge as they write in the same genre. Similarly, ‘vocabulary’ (semantics) appears under the Understanding element for all three curriculum strands. Based on this, we might expect to see crossover in vocabulary usage or word choice between oral language, reading and writing.

Table 1: Links between the Content and Processes of Oral Language, Reading and Writing in the Primary Language Curriculum

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strand</th>
<th>Communicating</th>
<th>Understanding</th>
<th>Exploring and Using</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oral Language</td>
<td>Engagement, listening and attention</td>
<td>Sentence structure and grammar</td>
<td>Requests, questions and interactions, Categorisation, Retelling and elaborating</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Social conventions and awareness</td>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
<td>Playful and creative use of language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Demonstration of understanding</td>
<td>Information giving, explanation and justification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reading</td>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>Conventions of print</td>
<td>Purpose, genre and voice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Motivation and choice</td>
<td>Phonological and phonemic awareness</td>
<td>Comprehension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Phonics, word recognition and word study</td>
<td>Fluency and self-correction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vocabulary</td>
<td>Response and author’s intent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing</td>
<td>Engagement</td>
<td>Conventions of print</td>
<td>Purpose, genre and voice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Motivation and choice</td>
<td>and sentence structure</td>
<td>Writing process and creating text</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Spelling and word study</td>
<td>Response and author’s intent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(Writing) vocabulary</td>
<td>Handwriting and presentation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Table 1 (NCCA, 2019); also see NCCA (2015: Tables 3, 4 and 5);

As well as direct crossovers between oral language, reading and writing, there are some reciprocal relationships between these strands. Hence, there are associations between phonics and word recognition in reading, and spelling in writing, and between comprehension in reading and text structure in writing, though such relationships are not always simple as the underlying processes may develop at different speeds, or become less relevant over time (see Shanahan, 2016; Kim, Petscher, Wanzek & Al Otaiba, 2018).

Progression in Children’s Writing

Several authors have described the development in children’s writing through the primary and post-primary classes. According to De Smedt and van Keer (2017), writers in Grades 5 and 6 often struggle to engage in pre-writing planning, may have difficulties in generating sentences fluently (meaning that they may not have the cognitive capacity to attend to broader text-level
issues) and struggle to revise their texts as they focus for the most part on surface features. This represents a challenge to teachers in terms of ensuring that pupils develop proficiency in basic transcription processes, and also have an opportunity to engage in meaningful writing from an early stage. Teachers may also need to recognise that children will continue to develop as writers well beyond the end of primary schooling (Berninger, Fuller & Whitaker, 1996).

Bereiter and Scardamalia (1987) compared less-skilled and more-skilled writers. They found that skilled writers often engaged in a strategy they called knowledge transforming, where they developed elaborate writing goals, particularly goals related to content and form, which require complex processing strategies and ongoing adjustments until the text matches rhetorical and pragmatic goals. Less-skilled writers, on the other hand, engaged in a simpler knowledge telling approach, where they generated content through association, with one idea prompting the next. Whereas less-skilled writers’ strategies tended to be inefficient and restricted to a knowledge-telling approach, skilled writers could move with ease between knowledge telling and knowledge transforming.

According to Almargot and Chanquoy (2001), expertise in writing, such as that described by Bereiter and Scardamalia, depends on progress in the main writing processes (planning, translating and reviewing), and expanding knowledge about writing including domain-specific information (content area knowledge) and linguistic and pragmatic knowledge. They further note that, while the development of expertise in many domains often means doing something more quickly or more efficiently, expert writers typically take longer to write than novice writers, as they deploy more complex processes. Almargot and Chanquoy characterise the difficulties faced by young or novice writers as being related to a lack of awareness about writing problems (such as the consideration of a writing aim or audience), limited automatisation of appropriate procedures (including processes) and lack of experience in recognising errors. They further note that the development of expertise in writing can be related to an increase in working memory, arising from general cognitive development and a practice/training effect from implementing different writing processes more strategically.

Hayes (2011) described the strategies used by writers of expository text in Grades 1-9. Similar to Bereiter and Scardamalia, these begin with knowledge-telling strategies and move to more complex elaboration strategies:

- The flexible focus strategy, whereby writers start by commenting on the relevant topic, but soon comment on their comments rather than on the topic. It results in a ‘stream-of-consciousness’ essay that may lack a co-ordinating theme. This was used most frequently by pupils in the first to third grades.
- The fixed topic strategy, whereby every sentence the writer produces is about the given topic. This was the most frequent strategy in First to Sixth grades.
- The more complex topic elaboration strategy, whereby the writers maintains an overall focus on the provided topic, but also includes subtopics as well. This was most frequently used in Grades 6-9.

Hence, as students progress in writing, they move from mainly using a flexible focus strategy to mainly using a topic elaboration strategy.
In presenting their model of writing development for children (Figure 1, above), Berninger and Swanson (1994) describe how writing development progresses through three stages:

1. during the lower primary grades (1-3), low-level transcription processes such as handwriting, and high-level writing processes such as planning, translating, and reviewing gradually emerge but operate on a very local level
2. during upper primary grades (4-6), transcription gradually becomes automatic, reviewing (revision) starts to operate on higher-level aspects of text, and planning prior to writing begins to emerge, though it may not yet guide generation of text;
3. during lower secondary schooling, all writing processes interact and become more complex, with metacognitive knowledge beginning to play a more prominent role.

Berninger and Swanson (1994) note that, at first, planning for beginning writers tends to be local – sentence-by-sentence – before being more global and encompassing larger units of text. Similarly, for beginning writers, the reviewing process would first involve word-level activities, before moving on to larger units of discourse – sentences, paragraphs and texts. In their model of writing for the early primary classes (Figure 3 below), Berninger and Swanson depict pre-planning, transcription and revising as being separate from one another, with writers initially deploying these processes at word level.

By the senior primary classes (Figure 4), working memory is playing an increasing role, transcription has become more automatized, and text generation is now occurring at the discourse level, as well as at lower levels. Planning (and pre-planning in particular) is not yet fully integrated into the writing process, while revision is more often at the paragraph than at the whole text level.
While these models reflect children’s general development as writers, they do not necessarily reflect the outcomes of a process approach to teaching writing, which may well expedite children’s acquisition and development of key writing processes and strategies. Helping children move from a knowledge telling to a knowledge transforming approach and deepening the sophistication of their writing is addressed in the sections below on practical classroom applications of process writing instruction related to planning, evaluating, revising, editing and publishing writing (see also Tables 5-10 below).

**Genre - A Knowledge Source for Writing**

The Primary Language Curriculum (NCCA, 2019) defines genre as ‘a selection of oral and written forms in order to recount, explain, entertain, inform, give instructions, narrate, persuade and justify opinions’ (p. 20). Hence, genre refers to a range of purposes for speaking and writing. This understanding is reinforced when genre appears in the ‘Exploring and Using Language’ element of the learning outcomes for oral language, reading and writing. For example, in writing, children in Third to Sixth classes are expected to ‘Use, analyse and evaluate the typical text structure and language features associated with a wide variety of genres across the curriculum’ (p. 31). Genre is also referred to in the progression milestones and progression steps.

Another key term in the curriculum document is text structure. This is defined as ‘the way information is organised in different types of texts, for example, chapter headings, subheadings, table of contents, indexes and glossaries, overviews, introductory and concluding paragraphs, sequencing, topic sentences, taxonomies, cause and effect’ (p. 59). Hence, genre can be viewed as relating to the broad social purpose of composing a text, as well as its broad format (e.g., a narrative text, an explanatory text, a persuasive text etc.), while text structure refers to within-text language features designed to achieve coherence within a specified genre (for example, how to sequence ideas with a historical recount).
Genre theory, the theoretical approach underpinning genre-based instructional approaches, has been a focus of international research since the early 1980s. It was originally inspired by Halliday’s (1978, 1985) systemic functional linguistics, which posits that any text is contextualised within a particular environment, and the text’s interaction with and influence on the environment leads to social action. According to Halliday, the register of a text is based on a combination of field, tenor and mode, which can be defined as they relate to functions of language (Table 2).

Table 2: Functions of Language and Corresponding Features and Examples of Field, Tenor and Mode

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function of language</th>
<th>Feature of situational context (register)</th>
<th>Example: Letter of complaint to local council re. threat of loss of playground space.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ideational metafunction</td>
<td>Field: What the text is about (the subject matter being developed)</td>
<td>Field (topic) of the text/letter: Threat of loss of playground space.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal metafunction</td>
<td>Tenor: Relationship between speaker/writer and listener-reader; the tenor is based on interpersonal language choices.</td>
<td>Tenor: A formal style reflecting the relationship between the writer (student) and the reader (council member);</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Textual metafunction</td>
<td>Mode: How the text is constructed</td>
<td>Mode: A written text (the channel chosen) organised as a letter (how the language is organised)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from Ewing (1994)

In Halliday’s view, children who fail to achieve at school often do so because they do not understand the functional uses of language in the range of ways that the school (or curriculum) demands. In this view, language is a social process, and, in learning to make meaning through language, language users become members of a particular cultural group. Moreover, any text that children create will be a product of a culture and situation. Hence, different situations require the use of different language patterns (or registers), which give rise to different text forms.

In the early 1980s in Australia, Martin and colleagues extended Halliday’s theory to describe how the curriculum encompasses a variety of social purposes for using language (e.g. Martin, 1984; Rothery, 1996; Christie & Martin, 1997). Curriculum activities involved students in using language for such purposes as explaining, describing, arguing, reviewing, recounting, and storytelling. Martin described these as ‘genres’ – social practices designed to achieve specific goals. In a review of the impact of genre theory on literacy education in Australia, Derewianka (2015) notes that the introduction of process writing in Australian schools was characterised by an over-reliance on narrative texts and recounts, and that the advent of genre-based teaching facilitated a broadening in writing content. Furthermore, its introduction was intended to provide more disadvantaged students with insights that would enable them to access the curriculum as they gained familiarity with the range of genres used to communicate that curriculum and the language resources underpinning those genres. Understanding of genre, often combined with process writing, was developed via a cycle based on a release of responsibility model, whereby
teachers provided intensive support in the early stages of teaching a new genre, and gradually reduced that support as students became more independent learners.

Over the course of a teaching/learning cycle, students gain an increased understanding of the language of the genre. Initially, they draw on language linked to familiar everyday experiences, before beginning to use more generalised, abstract language that is often associated with academic success. This is especially relevant in the context of disciplinary literacy (see Shanahan, 2019 for a discussion), where children can acquire the language of specific subject areas through learning about the genres in which those subjects are written (or spoken) about (for example, recounting the procedures and outcomes of a science experiment).

A number of concerns have been raised about genre-based approaches to teaching writing. For example, it has been claimed that the stages in teaching a genre can be formulaic, leading children to implement them in a lock-step manner (e.g., an over-emphasis on analysing elements of a genre and extensive teacher modelling, with little time allocated to children writing in the genre). Derewianka (2015) points out that, while the main elements of a genre are relatively predictable (because of their function), there is ample room for creativity within their less-predictable sub-elements, allowing for flexibility and choice. It has also been argued that a narrow interpretation of the term ‘genre’ may lead to an instructional focus on a limited number of genres. Here, Derewianka argues that attention should be given to subgenres such as historical recounts (under the broad umbrella of recounts), rather than focusing only on major genres. Finally, genre may be taught without attention to the register – to developing the language of the topic (field), the language for effective personal interaction (tenor) and the language and resources needed to compose coherent texts (the mode). Clearly, the latter criticism can be addressed by attending to these important elements of language, in the context of listening to, reading and writing texts in different genres.

Teachers in Ireland will be familiar with genre through working with programmes such as First Steps (Education Department of Western Australia, 2005, 2013). Many teachers will also be familiar with documentation provided by the PDST (2014), which outlined strategies and resources for teaching six genres: narrative writing, recount writing, procedural writing, report writing, explanation writing and persuasive writing. Suggestions were also provided for assessment. In the context of the new Primary Language Curriculum, attention may need to be paid to integrating genre instruction more fully into the writing process (i.e., planning, translating, reviewing), ensuring that instruction includes a stronger focus on the social purpose of each genre, and developing the language structures associated with field, tenor and mode, both in English and Gaeilge lessons and across the curriculum. Most importantly, children need to be immersed in writing in different genres in ways that enable them to draw on their own interests and experiences from the beginning of a genre study. In the Senior classes in particular, attention will also need to be paid to texts (oral, printed, digital) incorporating more than one mode and more than one genre.
Self-efficacy Beliefs and Writing

‘Self-efficacy and writing competency work in tandem, and improving one requires improving the other’ (Pajares, 2007, p. 246)

While cognitive models of writing typically focus on the processes that children and adults engage in during writing and the linguistic requirements of writing, affective aspects of writing are also relevant. Self-efficacy (the confidence individuals have for performing in a given domain, Bandura, 1997) is a key affective factor associated with performance in any domain. According to Bandura, efficacy judgements ‘vary across realms of activity, under different levels of task demands within a given domain, and under different situational circumstances’ (p. 42). Self-efficacy is believed to influence choice of activities, effort expenditure, persistence and achievement (Schunk, 2001).

Bruning and Kaufmann (2016) note that self-efficacy for writing is important both because it can impact on whether a student will undertake a specific writing task, and whether the student will persist with the task if difficulties arise. Hence, the development of self-efficacy for writing should be a goal of writing instruction.

At a fundamental level, success in writing is the most basic way in which to develop writing self-efficacy (Pajares et al., 2007). Specific factors that have been associated with the development of self-efficacy that are relevant to writing, include:

- **mastery experience** (the most important criterion for developing self-efficacy in a domain); the impact of mastery experience may be linked to the quality of the information students receive when they perform successfully
- **vicarious experience** (e.g., observing others’ performances and assessing one’s own capabilities in relation to what is observed); fellow students and teachers can serve as models of writing. Models who demonstrate the ability to cope in the face of difficulties are more effective than models who exhibit complete mastery (Zimmerman & Kitsantas, 2002).
- **social persuasion** (e.g., others expressing beliefs that an individual can perform successfully). Teachers can offer suggestions for improvement and demonstrate their belief that the learner can improve; Bruning and Kauffman note that social persuasion should involve ‘long term communication patterns in which teachers show their belief in learners’ personal agency’ (p. 160), rather than shorter pep-talks.
- **identifying and labelling physiological and emotional states linked to a domain** (e.g., identifying and addressing anxiety about writing in general, or about a particular writing task). Teachers can identify possible challenges to writing and seek to reassure students that they can overcome them.

Bruning and Kauffman (2016) identify a number of factors that need to be considered in understanding the development of writers’ sense of self-efficacy, including writing goals and purposes related to a writing task; social, cognitive and linguistic contexts of a writing task; access to and use of resources for writing; form and frequency of feedback on writing;
interaction of the writer’s knowledge and interest with writing tasks and genres; and teacher’s own self-efficacy as a writer and teacher of writing.

Schunk and Zimmerman (2007) argue that self-efficacy in writing is not merely an outcome of writing successfully, but a consequence of how well students monitor how they are managing the writing process. They suggest that it is important to provide students with opportunities to observe a model writer because it helps with identifying the features of a writing task and its goals. In this regard, if particular writing strategies are taught, it would seem important to emphasise how to integrate and transfer them to independent writing. Modelling of strategies is most effective if it is followed up by independent practice.

Self-efficacy for writing is often examined with reference to self-regulation for writing. Self-regulation (or self-regulated learning) refers to self-generated thoughts, feelings, and actions that are designed to affect one’s learning of knowledge and skills (Zimmerman, 2000, 2001). Activities designed to enhance writers’ self-regulation may also impact positively on their self-efficacy (Santangelo, Harris & Graham, 2016). Zimmermann (1998) viewed self-regulation as involving three processes:

- The **forethought** phase which precedes actual performance and refers to processes that set the stage for action, such as goal setting, planning and modelling;
- The **performance control** phase which involves processes that occur during learning and affect attention and action, such as social comparisons, feedback, and use of learning strategies;
- The **self-reflection** phase which occurs after performance, as learners respond to their efforts by evaluating their progress towards goals and adjust their strategies as needed. Here, in the context of writing, teacher feedback can be expected to play an important role.

According to Santangelo et al. (2016), activities associated with the development of self-regulation (and therefore self-efficacy) for writing include: goal setting, modelling and tutoring, cognitive strategies instruction, use of self-evaluative standards (such as scoring rubrics), prewriting, and use of mental imagery.

Self-efficacy for writing can be assessed. For example, Pajares (2007) developed a Writing Self-efficacy Scale which has been used in numerous studies. The scale has a two-factor structure – self-efficacy for basic writing skills, and self-efficacy for advanced composition skills – and correlates significantly with other attitudinal measures (e.g., writing self-concept) and with writing achievement, for students in Grades 4 to 11. While such instruments are useful in describing self-efficacy for writing in a general sense, it may also be the case that writers make multiple judgements about their self-efficacy in the course of a single writing task (Bruning & Kauffmann, 2016), for example, when they receive an assignment, discuss ideas for writing with others, implement their writing plan and review their written texts.

In sum, the research reviewed here suggests that building pupils’ writing self-efficacy involves ensuring that they experience progress and success with their writing, that they are presented with successful models of writing, and that they receive and reflect on feedback provided by their teachers, their peers and their own self-evaluation.
We turn now to the research on classroom studies and applications of theoretical perspectives in classrooms. Teachers require high levels of ‘content knowledge’ (what to teach) and ‘pedagogical content knowledge (PCK)’ (how best to teach this content) (Shulman, 1987). According to Shulman, it is this pedagogical content knowledge that differentiates the generalist from the specialist who can ‘blend [ing of] content and pedagogy into an understanding of how particular topics, problems or issues are organized, presented and adapted to the diverse interests and abilities of the learners and presented for instruction,’ (Shulman, 1987, p.8). Enhancing teachers’ PCK ensures that they acquire the particular content, terminology, and body of practices associated with their discipline or subject. Key content and pedagogical content knowledge for writing are the focus of the following sections.
Evidence-based practices for the teaching of writing can be drawn from meta-analyses (e.g. Graham et al.’s suite of studies), systematic reviews of the literature (e.g. Gadd & Parr, 2017), recently-published articles in peer-reviewed journals, research studies of effective teachers of writing (e.g. Gadd & Parr, 2017), national surveys of teachers’ practice in writing (e.g. in the US: Gilbert & Graham, 2010; in the UK: Dockrell, Marshall & Wyse, 2016) and from researchers who spend long periods of time in classrooms carefully documenting their observations and interactions (e.g. Graves, 1994). It is important to note that meta-analyses draw on experimental and quasi-experimental research studies only, so findings from important smaller-scale qualitative studies and aspects of writing which are harder to research using experimental designs are not included. Researchers outline the selection of studies they include in meta-analyses and calculate effect sizes to determine strong, moderate or minimal evidence to support conclusions about effective approaches to the teaching of writing. Findings from these studies are interwoven into subsequent sections of this paper.

Graham et al.’s (2012) meta-analysis, which focused on teaching elementary students (K-6th grade) to be effective writers, examined research studies in relation to the writing process, fundamental writing skills, writing knowledge and the role of engagement in writing development. The findings are also applicable to very young writers when developmentally suitable approaches such as shared and interactive writing are used (e.g. McCarrier, Pinnell & Fountas, 2000) and applicable to students with learning difficulties when appropriate modifications are made. Four key recommendations arose from the meta-analysis:

1. Provide daily time for students to write.
2. Teach students to use the writing process for a variety of purposes
   a. Teach students strategies for each component of the writing process
   b. Teach students to write for a variety of purposes.
3. Teach students to become fluent with handwriting, spelling, sentence construction, typing, and word processing.
4. Create an engaged community of writers.

An earlier meta-analysis (Graham & Perin (2007), focused on adolescents in middle and high schools and established 11 key strategies to improve the writing of this age group which are summarised in Table 3 below).

Table 3: Summary of Research-based Classroom Practices in Writing (Upper elementary, Early Secondary derived from Meta-analysis: Graham & Perin, 2007)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Practice</th>
<th>Explanation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Writing Strategies</td>
<td>Teaching students strategies for planning, revising, editing their texts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summarisation</td>
<td>Explicitly and systematically teaching students how to summarise texts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collaborative writing</td>
<td>Using instructional arrangements in which students work together to plan, draft, revise, and edit their compositions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific product goals</td>
<td>Assigning specific, reachable goals for the writing to be completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word processing</td>
<td>Using computers and word processors as instructional supports</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sentence combining</td>
<td>Teaching students to construct more complex, sophisticated sentences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Prewriting**  
Engaging students in activities designed to help them generate or organize ideas for their composition

**Inquiry activities**  
Engaging students in analysing immediate, concrete data to help them develop ideas and content for a particular writing task

**Process writing approach**  
Interweaving a number of writing instructional activities in a workshop environment that stresses extended writing opportunities, writing for authentic audiences, personalized instruction and cycles of writing

**Study of models**  
Providing students with opportunities to read, analyse, and emulate models of good writing

**Writing for content learning**  
Using writing as a tool for learning content across the curriculum (can also improve reading comprehension)

Research into effective teachers has a long history, but it is only since the mid-1990s that there has been a renewed interest in the field of literacy in seeking out expert teachers of literacy and investigating not only their beliefs and attitudes but also just what it is these teachers do in the classroom that sets them apart from their more typical peers. Such studies have been conducted across the US (e.g. Pressley et al. suite of studies; Knapp, 1995); in the UK (e.g. Wray, Medwell, Poulson & Fox, 2002; Topping & Ferguson, 2005) and in Australia (e.g. Louden et al., 2005) but are mostly focused on reading. Studies focused on writing are much rarer.

Table 4: Eight dimensions of effective literacy instruction (Gadd & Parr, 2017)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimension</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expectations</td>
<td>Vision of achievement that teachers hold and communicate to learners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning goals</td>
<td>What teachers do/ think about in setting goals for and with learners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning tasks</td>
<td>What teachers do/ think about as they devise learning tasks for and with learners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct instruction</td>
<td>Approaches/strategies used by teachers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responding to learners</td>
<td>How teachers feedback and feed forward to learners, nature of feedback, and how learners use it</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivating/challenging</td>
<td>How teachers motivate learners, set sufficient level of cognitive challenge in tasks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organisation, differentiation management</td>
<td>What teachers do to organise, differentiate and manage instruction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-regulation</td>
<td>Actions teachers take to cultivate sense of ownership in learners <strong>and</strong> support their development as independent learners</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One such recent study (Gadd & Parr, 2017) examined the practices of nine teachers in New Zealand who had been identified as exemplary teachers of writing and whose students had consistently made accelerated progress in writing as measured against national norms. In designing their study, Gadd and Parr conducted a systematic review of the literature of effective literacy teachers and identified eight major dimensions of effective practice which was further developed into 52 instructional moves arising from 12 studies (some of which overlap with the meta-analyses and the wider effective schools’ studies noted above). The eight dimensions are summarised in Table 4 above.
As noted earlier, Graves’ research (1983, 1994) had a profound effect on the teaching of writing internationally. It ‘paved the way for the widespread adoption of process-oriented writing instruction and, in particular, writing workshop in elementary classrooms’ (Troia et al., 2009, p. 77). Writing workshops typically include: a) daily mini-lessons focussed on the craft, process and skills of writing; b) daily time for students to write independently on self-selected topics during which time teachers conference with children and provide feedback as children are engaged in the act of writing; c) a daily share session in which children share their writing with peers and teacher. Such fundamental shifts in writing instruction provided the impetus for a rich and varied research agenda on the pedagogy of writing.

Each of these strands of research studies shed light on practices that are effective for writing pedagogy but also highlight the complexity of practice. No single practice on its own is sufficient for success, rather it is how teachers enact practices in combination in response to children’s assessed needs in the moment-by-moment interactions in the cultural and social context of classrooms that supports development. As Hall & Harding (2003, p.42) posit it is a ‘complex interaction of many components; an intelligent weaving together of a lot of skills instruction combined with voluminous reading and writing’. Thus, there is no recipe or roadmap which if followed guarantees success. Critical dimensions of writing practice derived from this body of research are elaborated in the sections that follow.

**Time to Write**

Though provision of sufficient time to write is a critical dimension for the success of any writing programme (National Commission on Writing, US, 2003), there is minimal research evidence to support this recommendation, largely due to the fact that enough research has not been conducted to establish if providing daily opportunities to write improves the quality of writing more than less frequent opportunities. However, Graham et al. (2012) highlight that without daily time to write students are unlikely to develop writing to the level required for success in school and in life and they recommend a minimum of an hour a day from first grade. Provision of time alone is inadequate unless explicit teaching of relevant and developmentally appropriate skills, strategies and techniques occurs. Graham et al. (2012) recommend 30 minutes of the hour should be devoted to explicit teaching and the remainder for children to work on their texts. This block of time allows for deep engagement and for writers to ‘talk, to read, to play, to imagine and inhabit, to dream, ponder and share ideas as well as to draft and reconstruct’ (Grainger, Gooch & Lambirth, 2005, p.23). Furthermore, children can more readily revisit and redraft texts when they have daily consistent predictable routines available to them to engage in the act of writing (Calkins, 1998; Graves, 1994). Grainger et al. (2005, p.2) state that ‘if children’s writing is to demonstrate their creativity, individuality, voice and verve, then the seeds of their stories and other forms of writing need constant nurturing and support as well as time to evolve and reverberate.’

The 2014 National Assessments in Ireland (Kavanagh et al., 2015) indicate that on average, teachers of children in second class allocate 294 minutes to literacy (oral, reading and writing) (up by 29 minutes from 2009) in the week (58.8 minutes daily) and a further 149 minutes are allocated across the curriculum. It is clear that Irish classrooms fall far short of the hour for
writing recommended by Graham et al. (2012).

International surveys of writing practices among teachers indicate that students are not provided with sufficient time to write and in fact spend little time daily actually composing text (Cutler & Graham, 2008). Though allocation of time is a contentious issue in Ireland (NCCA, 2005, 2008), time for writing can be enhanced by integrating writing with reading and teaching writing genres when engaging in a range of curricular areas (Graham et al., 2012). However, it is critical that the extra time does not compromise the integrity of the discipline so that every lesson does not become a literacy lesson and conversely that an over focus on disciplines detracts from the study of literature and writing creativity. Embedding the teaching of mechanical skills into authentic writing removes time spent completing skills in isolation in workbooks. In addition to making good use of time, research also indicates that combining reading and writing instruction is more effective than teaching each in isolation or separately and that ‘literacy programs balancing reading and writing instruction can strengthen reading and writing and that the two skills can be learned together profitably’ (Graham, Liu, Aitken, Ng, Bartlett & Harris, 2018, p.279).

Teaching Students to Use the Writing Process for a Variety of Purposes

Twenty-five studies in the Graham et al. (2012) meta-analysis provided strong evidence for teaching students to consider the purpose of writing and the intended audience for the text (Graham et al. 2012). These studies provided strong evidence for explicit instruction in a variety of strategies for each component of the writing process: how to plan, draft, revise, edit and publish writing. Furthermore, the National Council for the Teaching of English (US) in its position statement on the teaching of writing (NCTE, 2016, p.9) argue that when writers write for authentic audiences they:

learn from each session with their hands on a keyboard or fingers on a pencil as they draft, rethink, revise, and draft again. Improvement is built into the experience of writing when writers revise, strategising ways to make their writing better.

However, though teachers report that they are aware of and teach strategies for writing processes they do so infrequently (about once a month) which is not often enough to truly impact on the quality of writing (Graham et al. 2014; Dockrell et al., 2015).

Each of the major cognitive processes involved in writing will pose varying degrees of challenge for children depending on their stages of development. Though the processes of writing are presented in a linear sequence, in reality they are recursive and occur throughout the writing from selection of initial idea to final published version. Children should learn how to move back and forth through the various components as the writing takes shape and is honed and polished. As described earlier, theoretical models of writing (e.g. Hayes & Flower, 1980; Berninger & Swanson, 1994) attempt to capture the complexities of writing and offer a valuable lens for teachers to conceptualise and understand the processes of writing for children in primary school. This content knowledge can support teachers in developing powerful writing instruction that responds to students’ needs and also impacts on the quality of writing.
The Role of Strategy Instruction in Writing Pedagogy

Graham et al., (2012, p.15) define a strategy as a 'series of actions (mental, physical or both) that writers undertake to achieve their goals. Strategies are tools that can help students generate content and carry out components of the writing process’. Strategy instruction should utilise the Gradual Release of Responsibility model (GRRM, Pearson & Gallagher, 1983; Fielding & Pearson, 1994; Duke & Pearson, 2002) which has its roots in research related to reading comprehension. There is also strong support in the literature for using the model in relation to writing strategy instruction (Graham et al., 2012). Self-Regulated Strategy Development (SRSD: Graham & Harris, 1996) utilising the GRRM has been tested in a wide range of interventions (discussed above in relation to motivation and self-efficacy), with a wide variety of class levels and with both typically achieving and struggling writers (e.g. Tracy, Reid & Graham, 2009; Glaser & Brunstein, 2007; Harris, Graham & Mason, 2006; Garcia-Sanchez & Fidalgo Redondo, 2006). Overt modelling of strategies enables the teacher to provide instruction within the child’s ‘zone of proximal development’ (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 87). It is essential that students have the background knowledge they need to utilise the strategy and that the strategy is relevant to their stage of development (see earlier discussion in relation to progression in writing).

Exponents of process approaches to writing recommend teaching mini-lessons within a writing workshop (Graves, 1994; Calkins, 1994). Mini lessons scaffold development in the processes, skills and craft of writing whereby ‘writing is seen as an apprenticeship, and the teacher’s job is to help the children develop the art of writing’ (Kennedy, 2014, p.112). It is important that mini-lessons are kept mini, so that there is sufficient time within the workshop for children to write independently. There are five critical steps within the gradual release of responsibility model which are illustrated in the following example:

**Step 1: Explain**

In the GRRM model, the teacher begins by explicitly naming and describing the strategy or writing technique, indicating why it is important, when it should be used, and how it facilitates or enhances the quality of writing. This essential step in the model emphasises the metacognitive dimensions of learning, bringing the strategy to a more conscious level so that the learner may better internalise it and call upon it if needed when working independently. For example, if the focus of the mini-lesson was on the use of more precise verbs, the teacher might begin by saying: ‘We have been working on making our writing more vivid so that our readers can really visualise what is happening. Last week we explored how adjectives can help to paint a picture. Good writers also think carefully about their verb choice and choose verbs that convey a precise meaning to ensure the writing is interesting and easy for the reader to visualise the action’.

**Step 2: Demonstrate**

Second, the teacher explicitly models through thinking aloud, how to use the strategy or technique, highlighting for students the invisible-in-the-head processes and thoughts that guide the writer in implementing the strategy or thinking about the technique. In
the context of a craft lesson, whereby the teacher may model an author technique to enhance the quality of writing, such as a precise verb, a well-chosen ‘mentor text’ (Pytash & Morgan, 2014) is used to highlight the particular features of the technique. Mentor texts serve as models for developing writers and the think aloud dimension is critical if children are to emulate these authors and transfer the technique into their own writing. In thinking aloud, the teacher identifies the technique, underlines an example in the text and says why s/he thinks it is a good verb choice and how it helps the reader: 

*This is a piece of writing taken from Faraway Home by Marilyn Taylor. Let’s see how she uses verbs to help us visualise what is happening. Let’s look at this sentence here:*

**He picked up Rosas’s case and shepherded them down the gangway, onto the quay.**

Underline precise verb ‘shepherded’ and think aloud: Hmm I think that is good verb choice because I can see in my mind’s eye the group of refugees coming down the gangway from the ship, maybe reluctantly, as they have been separated from their families and are now in a new country and this word shepherded conveys that they are being cared for and guided down the gangway, just like a shepherd minds his flock.

**Step 3: Guided Practice**
The next step is a guided practice whereby students try the strategy in pairs or small groups with scaffolding from the teacher: 

*With your partner read through the rest of the page and see if you can find any more examples and be able to say how they help the reader visualise.*

The teacher circulates as children attempt to put into practice what they have been taught and monitors their efforts, reinforcing and coaching as required and rectifying any misconceptions the children may have. It is important to document children’s level of understanding and to note who may need further practice in a follow up mini-lesson. Can children identify the precise verbs? Can they explain why they think it was an apt choice of word for the context?

**Step 4: Application to Independent Writing**
Next students are encouraged to use the strategy in the context of their independent writing: 

*Take out your writing from yesterday and read it. Did you use a precise verb? Share it with a partner. If not can you find a place where you could use one and insert it? Then begin your writing. Pick up where you left off yesterday and try to remember to consider the precision of verbs in your writing today.*

In this way, children are invited to immediately transfer what they have learned to their own writing and are practising application of the skill in an authentic manner, rather than through skill and drill worksheets. The new technique is embedded in the ongoing work of the writing workshop. As the children write, the teacher spends time conferencing with students (see assessment section below).

**Step 5: Reflect and Set Goals**
Finally, at the end of the writing workshop after the share session, the students are guided to reflect on the strategy, how it supported their writing, consider what was easy or challenging for them and set goals for their writing in the next session. The teacher may question and scaffold their thinking: 

*What did we learn about writing today? Why is it important to use precise verbs? How do precise verbs help improve the quality of our writing? Add to the Good Writers Chart*
A Think-Pair-Share activity (McTighe & Lyman, 1988) can facilitate this element of the model as through interaction with a partner, children learn to use the language of reflection, share their thinking, and identify personal goals for the next writing session. This is an ideal opportunity for the teacher to model decontextualized academic language and provide reflection stems to scaffold children’s initial efforts with their partner. The linguistic structures associated with academic language knowledge are critical to success in school but are not encountered in typical everyday discourse (Cregan, 2007; 2019; Snow & Uccelli, 2009) and are unlikely to be picked up by children who enter school with small vocabularies unless specifically targeted (Snow & Oh, 2011).

The addition of the reflection and goal setting to the GRRM (Fielding & Pearson, 1994) further supports the metacognitive dimensions of the model helping writers to become more aware of specific strategies and when and how to use them. In the field of reading, Paris, Lipson & Wixson et al.’s work (1994) suggests that metacognitively aware readers possess knowledge on three levels. The first of these is the declarative level in which the learner is aware of a particular strategy and that using it can enhance comprehension. At the procedural level the learner is aware of how to carry out the strategy. The third and more advanced level involves conditional knowledge whereby the learner is aware of when and why one uses a strategy and chooses to activate its use in independent reading. This last level indicates that the learner has achieved self-regulation in using the strategy. Similarly, in writing, metacognitively aware writers can flexibly choose and effectively use a range of strategies for each component of the writing process. Though declarative and procedural levels of metacognition are highlighted in Berninger and Swanson’s model (1994) discussed above, a notable omission is the conditional and highest level which arguably is critical if writers are to value and internalise the strategies (Figure 1, above) and know when to use them. Self-regulation supports writers in a multiplicity of ways (Troia et al., 2009; Troia 2006; Harris & Graham 1992) enabling them to:

‘attain greater awareness of their writing strengths and limitations and consequently be more strategic in their attempts to accomplish writing tasks; reflect on their writing capabilities; adequately manage paralyzing thoughts, feelings and behaviours and empower them to make adaptations to composing strategies when necessary’ (Troia et al., 2009 p. 99).

Regardless of ability, all children need practice with new strategies but they will need varying levels of practice and may require further reinforcement of strategies or parts of strategies before achieving mastery (Graham et al., 2012). Key steps of the strategy can be recorded on anchor charts (Calkins, 2003) which can act as an aide memoire for students.

**Importance of Feedback and Self-Regulation for Writing Development**

In order for strategy instruction and self-monitoring to benefit writers and impact on writing quality, it is critical that distinct goals are established throughout each of the processes and that peer and teacher feedback are specific to the process and product (see sub-section below in relation to strategies for scaffolding peer feedback) This is particularly important for struggling writers who find it difficult to self-monitor or evaluate particular strengths and weaknesses in their writing and who need multiple demonstrations and opportunities to transfer skills and strategies to their independent writing. Troia et al.’s study (2009) illustrated that without these
elements weaker writers are less likely to make sufficient progress to catch up with their higher-achieving peers. In that small scale, quasi-experimental study (2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th grade: n=31) which examined writing achievement and instruction using a writing workshop approach, strong writers made statistically significant gains but while weaker writers made progress in writing, it was not statistically significant. There was however, variability in the quality of instruction in the classrooms. Though teachers in general had most dimensions of a writing workshop approach in place (daily time for writing, student choice in writing topics, teacher modelling and feedback, conferencing, checklists) they varied in the degree of attention and specificity given to goal setting and feedback. They also differed in relation to classroom environment and interactions (encouraging versus more punitive) and level of collaboration and agentic behaviour promoted (many versus few opportunities). This underscores the level of PCK that teachers require to effectively implement a writing workshop approach to writing instruction. Attention must be given to explicit strategy instruction, feedback and goal setting in relation to writing processes and the craft of writing across genres but equally attention to motivational aspects such as (choice of topic, children’s agency, opportunities for collaboration, classroom environment) are critical. Thus, if writing workshop approaches are to be effective for all writers, specific attention must be given to each of these dimensions.

Another critical factor in the Troia et al. study was the low level of attention paid to transcription and spelling. As noted above in Section One (models of writing), translating ideas into words, sentences, and paragraphs is affected by the degree of automaticity and fluency children have in relation to letter formation, phoneme-grapheme knowledge, high-frequency words, and the capacity of their working memory. When these elements are less developed and automatic, the act of capturing thoughts on paper is more demanding and there is less capacity available to engage in planning and in revising writing (Berninger & Swanson, 1994). Putting strategies in place to help children with the mechanical aspects of writing is essential in order to free them up to concentrate on the content of their writing. This is best accomplished in a series of mini lessons tailored to children’s individual needs as they demonstrate a need and a readiness for particular skills (see sub-section on conventions below). Development of transcription skills such as spelling is also linked to development phonology and word recognition (see Cregan, 2019; Kennedy et al., 2012).

**Genre Specific Writing and Writing in the Disciplines**

It is important that writing experiences in school allow students to develop an understanding of the range of purposes for writing (e.g. inform, persuade, narrate, explain, amuse, entertain, learn, analyse and construct an interpretation) as well as an understanding of the genres (e.g. report, recount, fiction forms, poetry, persuasive forms, blog, email, text) suited to these diverse purposes (NCTE, 2016; Graham et al., 2012; NCCA, 2015, 2019). The academic language register and organisational structure associated with each genre should be taught explicitly but without resorting to constrained formulaic templates of what constitutes a representation of the genre type which has been identified as a limitation of genre study (Derewianka, 2015: see Section One Genre Theory above). Genre knowledge can expand students’ concept of audience and appreciation of how the crafting of words, sentences and whole texts is influenced by one’s purpose for writing. They can learn the nuances of word choice and how to adjust the tone of the
writing to resonate with their intended audience e.g. writing a letter of complaint to a manufacturer for a faulty product will be different to a Science report on an experiment or a recount of a recent school trip or a fantasy story from their imagination. Where possible, students should have the opportunity to engage with authentic purposes for writing and to share the text with a real world reader (other than the teacher). Students can also learn that there are several options open to them in considering the best genre for their text (Graham et al., 2012) e.g. might the theme of climate change be best represented in a traditional written report or a multimodal ensemble with audio and visual links or might it be just as powerfully conveyed in poetic form? Using a writing workshop approach Dalton and Smith (2011) and Dalton et al., (2015) found ‘students were highly engaged in designing multimodal pieces that would appeal to a peer audience and reveal their unique talents as multimodal storytellers’ (cited in Dalton, 2014, p.296).

More recently, the field of literacy has shifted from a content or generic genre approach to a more disciplinary focus (See Shanahan, 2019 for a discussion) which ‘strives to get students to participate – albeit at a low level – in the reading and discourse of a particular discipline, while content area literacy strives to get students to read and study like good students’ (Shanahan, 2012). While the majority of studies have been conducted at secondary level, Shanahan has argued that it is never too early to start inducting students into the culture or essence of the disciplines so that over time they may develop an understanding that each is a discourse community with its own language, texts, and ways of knowing, doing, and communicating (O’Brien, Moje, & Stewart, 2001) bearing in mind the developmental nature of writing (See discussion on Figure 3 and 4 above). Disciplinary literacy involves developing knowledge of the ‘reading, reasoning, investigating, speaking, and writing required to learn and form complex content knowledge appropriate to particular disciplines,’ (McConachie & Petrosky, 2010, p. 16). Scientists, historians, mathematicians, artists read, write and think and discuss in different nuanced and disciplinary ways (Shanahan & Shanahan, 2008).

The following sections address classroom applications for each of the cognitive processes of writing and highlight ways in which children’s motivation, engagement, agency and self-efficacy may be enhanced within a writing workshop environment.

**Teaching Writers to Plan and Draft Writing**

Planning for writing will be influenced by the child’s knowledge of the writing topic, knowledge of the genre, understanding of audience, the degree of autonomy provided in the choice of topic, and the quality of the child’s background knowledge of the particular topic (Berninger & Swanson, 1994; Hayes & Flower, 1980). As noted earlier, writers in Grades 5 and 6 may grapple with planning (De Smedt & Van Keer, 2017) particularly if they are assigned tasks they have no connection with or have insufficient background knowledge of the topic. When children have choice and control over writing topics, they are more likely to engage and invest in writing. This in turn provides opportunities to discover their own ‘voice’, which Graves (1994, p. 227) has suggested is the ‘imprint of the self on the writing’. Likewise, Andrews (1989, p. 21, cited in Grainger et al., 2005, p. 196) notes, ‘like a fingerprint [voice] reveals identity’. Creativity is nurtured as writers learn to look inward, drawing upon their own unique experiences for inspiration. Graves (1994) suggests that when time and choice are predictable elements of
classroom life, children engage more deeply and enter into what he terms ‘a constant state of composition’ (p. 104), experiencing what Csikszentmihalyi (1978, in Wigfield & Guthrie, 1997) calls ‘flow experience’ (p. 3), a loss of awareness of time passing as they become absorbed in writing.

While it is important to demonstrate to children how to choose a topic and how to execute a plan for it, it is also important not to confine them to a rigid prewriting process, as planning is also an on-line aspect of writing occurring as the writing is in progress. Indeed, Grainger, Gouuch & Lambirth et al. (2005, p.15) suggest:

the nature of the final piece, however, will not always be known at the outset and the mental and practical activities through which the writing evolves need to remain open to the unexpected and be perceived as part of the creative process

Nevertheless, for children who struggle with writing ideas and who have difficulties with text organisation, direct instruction in pre-writing and planning activities and goal setting can alleviate problems (see Table 5) and enhance the quality of writing (Graham, Harris & Mason, 2005; Saddler, Moran, Graham & Harris, 2004).

Table 5: Components of the Writing Process, Strategies and Practical Classroom Application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components of Writing Process</th>
<th>Writing Strategy</th>
<th>Classroom Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Planning</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Choose writing topics;</td>
<td>Genre specific</td>
<td>Pick an idea</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>generate ideas; consider</td>
<td>graphic</td>
<td>Brainstorm ideas and</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>audience/purpose</td>
<td>organisers e.g.</td>
<td>populate the graphic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Genre specific:</strong></td>
<td>Story</td>
<td>organiser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inquiry Approach:</td>
<td>Mountain/Character</td>
<td>Test the topic on paper: do I have enough prior knowledge to write about this topic?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generate authentic questions;</td>
<td>Concept Map</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Draw on prior knowledge, take</td>
<td>2 Column notes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>notes/research</td>
<td>Order: Main ideas and supporting details</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set Goals</td>
<td>Outlining ideas</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Self-regulate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Drafting</strong></td>
<td>Sentence generation</td>
<td>Check progress against goals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create first draft to match</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ideas and goals of the writer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from Graham et al., 2012; Graham & Harris, 2005; Graves, 1994; Harvey, 1998; Kennedy & Shiel, 2014;)

4 https://www.cdl.org/articles/disciplinary-literacy-is-not-the-same-as-content-area-reading/
**Teaching planning and drafting of informational texts**

In relation to writing informational, persuasive or disciplinary texts children need opportunities to engage in inquiry-focused lessons so that they can develop authentic questions and acquire the processes and research skills needed to investigate, source and ‘analyse immediate, concrete data to help them develop ideas and content for a particular writing task’ (Graham & Perin, 2007, p.19). This requires high levels of reading comprehension which Goldman and colleagues (2016) have captured in their model of reading comprehension of multiple texts. They extend Kintsch’s (1998) construction integration model of comprehension to address the further challenges posed when key concepts are investigated across multiple texts. They propose the addition of three levels to the Kintsch model: the task model, the integrated model and the intertext model. The *task model* guides the other two levels as it supports the reader in holding their goals for reading central and in selecting appropriate strategies to succeed in accomplishing these goals. The *integrated model* highlights the need to establish a global understanding of the phenomena across texts and to create inferences and interrelations across texts. Finally, the *intertext model* highlights the need to adopt a critical stance to text (Who created it? When? For what purpose? From what perspective?) and to detect and resolve conflicting or contradictory information. Adopting a critical lens highlights for children that texts are not neutral and that they should be cognisant of the language used to convince or persuade, an author’s level of expertise, and language used which may convey bias or a particular perspective. Critical thinking ‘means thinking for yourself. It is the opposite of receiving information passively. It means looking at something from all sides and weighing up the evidence before adopting a particular stance,’ (Roche, 2015, p.15). Analysis of multiple perspectives interrogates and ‘disrupts the normal’ dominant discourse (Leland, Harste & Smith, 2005, p.264). Furthermore, when students ‘engage in critical literacy from a young age they are prepared ‘to make informed decisions regarding issues such as power and control; to engage in the practice of democratic citizenship and develop an ability to think and act ethically’ (Vasquez, Janks & Comber, 2019). Such skills are critical in contributing to making the world a more equitable and socially just place. The implications of these dimensions of reading are just as important in the context of writing. Students can be guided to research their informational topic carefully and to consider their point of view when writing up their research and in deciding the presentation mode.

Students will require support in researching their topics and in selecting and accessing a range of print and digital sources. Reliable note taking is a skill in itself and Graves (1989, 1994) suggests that students should be taught to record only concrete nouns and active verbs (see Table 4, above). If longer excerpts are copied from a text, students should learn to reference appropriately (Graves, 1994). Students also need to learn how to take effective notes in response to their research questions, and to cross reference, evaluate and synthesise information across sources (print, digital, visual, primary and secondary). They should note Tier 3 (disciplinary, domain-specific terminology) vocabulary (Beck, McKeown & Kucan, 2008) and examine the graphics, captions, charts and tables they encounter. Limiting note taking to key words and phrases means students will then have to generate their own sentences and are more likely to imbue their writing with their own voice and style rather than relying on the source. In this way, they create their own unique author voice while learning the norms of writing within the discipline. They can also be guided to productively transfer the craft of writing learned in fiction to non-fiction (see word choice below).
Teaching Writers to Evaluate Writing

Accomplished writers critically evaluate their choice of words and add and delete sentences and paragraphs as they try to shape the writing to match the original intention seen in the mind’s eye. Reflecting on audience is critical if writers are to adjust their language register and sharpen their writing to ensure it meets their goals and is effective in conveying their intention to readers. It requires the ability to detect ‘dissonances between the author’s intended meaning and the text produced’ (Philappokos & McArthur, 2016, p.419). Evaluating and revising do not come naturally (de Smedt & Van Keer, 2017) and may require repeated explicit demonstrations for children with many opportunities for scaffolding and experimentation. Before writers can be expected to revise they must learn to evaluate their writing.

Through mini-lessons within writing workshops children are taught to consider their word choice, sentence structure, character development, leads and genre structure, and are encouraged to write with clarity and originality. Reading and writing are seen as reciprocal processes that support and strengthen each other (Kennedy & Shiel, 2014). Learning how to evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of their work is a critical first step for young writers. Using the learning from mini-lessons paves the way for students to begin to engage in actual revision (Table 6).

Table 6: Evaluating Strategies and Practical Classroom Application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components of Writing Process</th>
<th>Writing Strategy</th>
<th>Classroom Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evaluating</strong></td>
<td><strong>Self-evaluation</strong></td>
<td><strong>Sample Questions to Ask</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Rereading text: examining if it matches intention and meets goals | Noting strengths and areas for revision at: word, sentence discourse level Learn revision/symbols to mark sections of text for later revision | Focus on quality of writing: Did I  
  - Use apt precise words?  
  - Use an appropriate level of vocabulary?  
  - Vary my sentence structures?  
  - Vary the complexity of my sentences?  
  - Engage the reader?  
  - Use an appropriate genre language register?  
  - Use a range of craft mini-lessons suitable to the genre?  

  Focus on ideas/clarity  
  - Are my ideas clear?  
  - Does the writing make sense?  
  - Are my ideas in a sequence?  
  - Is there a clear structure: beginning, middle, end?  
  - Are there any gaps or confusions?  
  - Does the writing capture the ideas I had in my mind’s eye?  

| **Self-monitoring** | **Did I meet my goals for this draft? If not, what do I need to change?**  
| **Self-regulation** |  
|  
| Teacher models what, when how using GRRM  
  |  

Adapted from Graham et al., 2012; Graham & Harris, 2005; Graves, 1994; Harvey, 1998; Kennedy & Shiel, 2014.
Peer feedback
Further ways to support an evaluative stance is to provide opportunities for children to engage in peer feedback. Graham, Harris and Hebert (2011) reported an effect size .71 derived from six studies in relation to peer review. Studies in which opportunities for reciprocal peer review were provided whereby students both give and receive feedback (e.g. Philippakos & McArthur 2016; Boscolo & Asporti, 2004) have found that such students make more substantive revisions to their writing resulting in improved quality. Success is contingent on modelling these processes for students and engaging them in using relevant evaluation criteria (see assessment section below). It is helpful ‘for writers to discuss with peers what they have done, partly in order to get ideas from their peers and partly to see what they, the writers, say when they try to explain their thinking’ (NCTE, 2016, p.14). Providing feedback to a peer can sharpen students’ understanding of audience, as when questioned writers come to the realisation that the writing may require greater clarity or further elaboration. Students are more likely to be able to detect macro-level issues in another student’s text than in their own but benchmarking a peer’s work against criteria familiarises children with evaluation criteria and this can further enhance their own first drafts (Philippakos & McArthur, 2016).

Evaluating Writing: Influence of Quality Literature on Word Consciousness across Genres
Developing writers will revise at the word and sentence level initially as these levels are more manageable for them and are a good place to begin with evaluating and revising (Kennedy, 2014; Berninger & Swanson, 1994). It is an opportunity for teachers to link with work in the reading workshop. Students should be encouraged to notice when words have been used in interesting ways in texts they are reading, to record these in vocabulary notebooks and to utilise these words in appropriate ways in their personal writing. Adopting the stance of first the reader and then the writer helps children to value the precision and apt use of language (Graves, 1994; Calkins, 1986; Hansen, 1987; Barr, 2000). As Calkins (2003, p.360) notes ‘good readers the world over pause as they read, to gasp, weep, imagine and remember’.

Guiding children to discuss and consider an author’s word choice in craft mini-lessons in writing workshops puts a focus on the literary, aesthetic, and creative dimensions of writing. It fosters a ‘word consciousness’ amongst children which creates a positive disposition toward noticing and acquiring new words (Graves & Watts-Taffe, 2002). Mini-lessons using mentor texts (Pytash & Morgan, 2014) can explore how published authors have crafted words, phrases and sentences so that readers can connect, visualise, infer, question, predict; consider why the authors might have chosen particular words; and how and why they create a mood, setting or believable character. These are concepts students encounter in relation to reading comprehension and can be guided to transfer to writing. Through direct instruction using the GRRM, teachers can highlight for students the techniques they can emulate from authors. Making these dimensions visible for students through visual displays, anchor charts and a good writers’ checklist is an important step in raising children’s awareness of the features of highly engaging and effective writing.

As students progress through primary and secondary school, they need opportunities to continue to explore words and grow the sophistication of their vocabulary. Ensuring growth in vocabulary requires systematic attention to Tier 2 and 3 words (Beck, McKeown & Kucan, 2008) during
reading time in school but can also be enhanced in Writing Workshop as teachers can ensure the mentor text chosen to support the mini-lesson is at grade level and contains sufficiently challenging vocabulary in the context of the genre. As Aronson (a historian who writes for children) notes:

‘too much nonfiction has basically serviceable prose. In other words, in the mind of the author, what matters is the content. So they're basically getting you to the content in an okay way. They're sort of adding the bricks and then you have a wall. I think an author who pauses to really look at why is it this word and that word, why is it the cadence of that sentence against this sentence? the care of how the author crafts a sentence… I think of my books really more as symphonies, as compositions, and I really try to feel the unfolding of the melody. (Aronson, no date).

Teacher knowledge of high-quality literature is critical to this process and teachers need to know how to stay up to date in relation to recent publications for children across the curriculum. Style and text organisation matter. High-quality informational books will have:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Style</th>
<th>writing is interesting, stimulating, reveals author’s enthusiasm for subject; curiosity and wonder encouraged, appropriate terminology, rich language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>facts current and complete, balance of fact and theory, varying point of view, stereotypes avoided, author’s qualifications adequate, appropriate scope, authenticity of detail (NCTE Orbis Pictus Award Criteria, cited in Duplass, 2011, p. 237.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Students can be taught to transfer skills learned from narrative and fictional writing to non-fiction genres to avoid the trap of ‘serviceable prose’ and to allow students to develop their voice. Heard (2013), drawing on reader response theory (Rosenblatt, 1978), suggests supporting students to respond to written texts by adopting efferent and aesthetic stances. An efferent stance entails reading for information while an aesthetic stance is responding to the literary quality of the text and how it makes the reader feel or engage with the text.

Table 7: Examples of non-fiction writing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><a href="http://justfunfacts.com/interesting-facts-about-seals/">http://justfunfacts.com/interesting-facts-about-seals/</a></th>
<th>See what a seal can do (Butterworth, 2014) Adapted</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Seals are fin-footed, semiaquatic marine mammals… All seals share some general physical characteristics. They all have streamlined bodies for moving through the water and four flippers. Their bodies are covered in soft fur, and under their skin all seals have a layer of blubber which helps insulate them from cold temperatures. Seals spend most of their lives in the water.</td>
<td>If you are down by the sea one day you might spot a seal, lying about like a fat sunbather or flumping along the sand…seal spends most of his time in the sea… His body is just the right shape to shoot through the water: sleek, smooth and pointed at both ends…Seal slips through the seaweed forest—big eyes searching the gloom. His sharp ears hear dolphins whistle and a ferry-boat’s engine chugging…he has two fur coats that keep him waterproof and a thick layer of fat under his skin that wraps around him like a duvet.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Consider the two examples (Table 7 above), both of which seek to inform the reader about seals. In reading the first text with an ‘efferent stance’, we learn facts about seals, including a domain
specific definition, where they live and their physical characteristics. In reading the same text with an ‘aesthetic stance’, we can notice the author’s choice of words and sentence structure. While there is some description, there is little ‘voice’ or evidence of passion about the subject. The second text, on the other hand, connects with the reader through a range of literary devices. It opens by speaking directly to the reader. Apt verbs such as *flumping* enable the reader to visualise the seal on land while *shoot* and *slip* enable us to visualise the seal moving in the water. Precise adjectives *fat sunbather, sleek, smooth, pointed at both ends* enable us to visualise what a seal looks like. The author also appeals to our senses describing what the seal sees and hears within his dark habitat (*seaweed forest, gloom*). The use of a simile *thick layer of fat under his skin that wraps around him like a duvet* enables us to conjure up an image of plumpness, comfort and protection. Possible mini-lessons that the texts could be used for include: figurative language, active precise verbs or imagery, apt adjectives or domain specific vocabulary. The first text contains a discipline-specific word ‘blubber’, while the second refers to it as a thick layer of fat. Though teaching children to write in a way that hooks and engages the reader is important, equally important is teaching them to notice and utilise disciplinary language so that they build domain specific terminology and concepts. Thus, there is a delicate balance to be struck between literary and disciplinary language in creating informational texts, bearing in mind the audience for whom the text is intended. Guiding children to read their own creations (print, multimodal, digital) with both an efferent and an aesthetic stance supports them in evaluating and later revising their writing.

**Evaluating Writing: Influence of Quality Literature on Text Structure, Connectives and Transitions**

Quality literature can also be used to help writers to develop flow and fluency into their texts which children in upper primary may find challenging (de Smedt & Van Keer, 2017). Transitional phrases are important in signalling critical information to the reader within paragraphs. They are also key to signalling the text structure (e.g. compare/contrast; cause/effect; problem/solution; chronological order) and important facts, as in the text below which compares and contrasts river turtles with tortoises:

> River turtles live in all sorts of freshwater habitats, from still, shallow waters to rushing rivers. They are very similar to their relatives, the tortoises, which live on land. Like tortoises, they have a solid outer shell, as well as a bony skeleton inside their bodies. The shell of a river turtle is usually flatter and lighter than the shell of a tortoise. It is also a more streamlined shape, which helps the turtle to glide quickly through the water.

Expectations in relation to utilising more sophisticated connectives and transitional phrases (e.g., consequently, by comparison, by contrast, furthermore) can be increased as children progress through primary school and exemplified in the level of mentor text utilised for the lesson. Students can also be encouraged to use such phrases and high-level vocabulary in oral presentations and discussions.

Explicitly teaching connectives can be achieved in mini-lessons whereby teachers illustrate how they combine ideas to make a more complex sentence and vary sentence length in a text. Studies explicitly teaching sentence combining (e.g. Saddler et al., 2004) show positive influence on writing quality. However, reducing this to an exercise and combining sentences in isolation is
not the goal. Rather students need to learn how this strategy can be used to make their writing more interesting and to flow better and to utilise it when drafting and revising their own work. Examining and analysing mentor texts with a variety of sentence structures and articulating those moves explicitly can illustrate for students the potential and impact of sentence structure on maintaining reader interest. Focusing on these dimensions supports development in evaluating and revising, and expands knowledge about of domain-specific information and is critical if students are to develop expertise in writing (Alamargot & Chanquoy, 2001).

Story leads are critical in fiction writing and often determine whether the reader turns the first page. They are just as critical in disciplinary texts. How to craft a powerful opening page and to hook the reader is an important craft lesson for writers to learn regardless of genre, as highlighted by Aronson:

When I wrote my biography of Robert Kennedy, one of the challenges I had is Robert Kennedy was so defined by his place in the family that I did not feel I could begin the book with ‘Robert Fitzgerald Kennedy was born on...’ because that would be as if he was an individual. So the way I wrote that first page, he is not mentioned until the very last word on the first page. The page is about his brothers...because you need to feel how overwhelmed he was by the family that surrounded him (Aronson, interview, no date: www.readingrockets.org)

Consider the text (Figure 5:) which demonstrates an appreciation of and understanding of how to orchestrate a range of techniques to create a highly effective lead.

---

A Journey Through the Sea

Deep within the ocean, where an underwater world lies, a variety of marine mammals are hunting for their prey. Swirling shoals of fish dance past the vibrant colours of the coral, but in the darkness of the ocean, a pair of worried eyes saunter through the sea meadow.

A small lonely turtle, lost in the tangles of the seaweed. Only a baby, shell is as soft as cotton. She eats like a ravenous beast. You’d mistake her for a bottle top. She’s flying underwater as she finds her supper. Then she disappears back into her seaweed cavern. Years later she is as big as a dinner plate. She rises to the surface and takes a gulp of air.

---

1 Writing sample (Write to Read project: source Brett, 2019).

---

1 Figure 5: Information text lead: A Journey to the Sea: 6th Class Writer
In this example, we see a writer who took part in a writing workshop intervention, draw the reader in with a variety of literary devices: setting the scene, creating mystery, alliteration (swirling shoal); descriptive detail (worried eyes, small lonely turtle, you’d mistake for a bottle top); vivid verbs: saunter; similes (shell as soft as cotton, eats like a ravenous beast, as big as dinner plate). Yet this writer also presents important facts about the young turtle and how it grows and develops. Disciplinary sentence construction such as writing in the present tense is also employed.

**Teaching Writers to Revise Writing**
Revision requires the writer to stand back, adopt a reader stance and consider audience reaction. It requires high levels of reflection, awareness of the craft dimensions of writing and a willingness to explore alternatives. It is linked to the writer’s content knowledge of their topic and passion for it. As Graves (1994, p.219) notes:

> Until a writer discovers a subject and decides what interests him, the nouns will often be thin and colourless, and the verbs lifeless and imprecise. Until I discover what my subject is and have some conviction about it, how can I have verbs that will march across the page with force and energy?

As mini-lessons accumulate and students develop their knowledge of the various crafts they can employ to enhance their writing and as they learn to evaluate the strengths and identify weaknesses in their writing they can begin to consider alternatives at word, sentence and discourse level. Encouraging students to write on every second line when composing a first draft allows space for revision at the word level to occur on the first draft. This is a good entry point for primary school students and teachers can explicitly model through thinking aloud how they make choices to replace words and sentences in their own compositions in order to hone, clarify and polish the writing.

It is important to remember the developmental pathways that occur in relation to revision (See Section One above, Progression in Writing) as capacity to revise at the word level develops before revision at the sentence or whole text level (Berninger & Swanson, 1994). Partner work for the revision and editing process has also been shown to be effective in the research literature (Younger, Warrington, & McLellan, 2002; Graham et al., 2012). Developing students understanding of writing strategies to a metacognitive level is essential for self-regulation and for storage in long-term memory so they may be called upon and utilised when need is perceived (Graham & Harris, 1996). This gives children control over their learning, fosters independence, and builds academic resilience and feelings of self-worth as children successfully orchestrate multiple strategies to improve writing quality. This contributes to positive sense of self-efficacy which has been identified as essential for progress in writing (Pajares et al. 2007).
Table 8: Revision strategies and practical classroom application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components of Writing Process</th>
<th>Writing Strategy</th>
<th>Classroom Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Revising/Editing</strong></td>
<td>Rework text at the:</td>
<td>NOT EVERYTHING should be revised.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cognitive activity where the writer makes conscious decisions to revise and reorder text to make it more effective</td>
<td>• word</td>
<td>Revision Word Level: How precise is my word choice?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• sentence</td>
<td>• Replace overused words with more apt verbs, nouns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• discourse level</td>
<td>• Insert adjectives/adverbs, where necessary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Polish writing</td>
<td>• Use imagery (similes/metaphors) and sensory detail where appropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Create anchor charts for each craft element</td>
<td>• Use tier 3 (domain specific) vocabulary in informational/persuasive texts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Utilise self-evaluation, peer and teacher feedback</td>
<td>Revising Sentence Level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Choose most effective way to communicate ideas (e.g. a poem or a report)</td>
<td>• Refine level of connectives and transitions between sentences (varying according to genre and class level expectations)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from Graham et al., 2012; Graham & Harris, 2005; Graves, 1994; Harvey, 1998; Kennedy & Shiel, 2014

It is also important not to insist on revision of every piece of writing, as it is not a good use of time given that not everything is worth revising (Graves, 1994). Rather, revision and proof-reading for publication should occur at regular intervals and children should have control over which piece they will polish up and correct, but only after the processes of critique and evaluation have been modelled.

**Teaching Writers Proof-Reading and Writing Conventions**

Writing workshop and process approaches have been criticised for variability in attention to spelling and transcription which Troia et al., (2009, p.99) suggest rarely receive ‘more than a passing nod’ within the classroom. This occurs when reading and writing instruction are not integrated and when ‘constrained skills’ (Paris, 2005) are not systematically and explicitly
taught. However, over-focusing on lower-level skills at the expense of creativity and expression can stymie students’ writing and experimentation with new genres and crafts of writing and can also impact negatively on students’ sense of self-efficacy and quality of their writing. Kennedy & Shiel (2010, 2014) have demonstrated that within a cognitively challenging balanced literacy framework where attention to constrained and unconstrained skills is balanced, reading and writing are integrated and assessment informs instruction, that a writing workshop approach is effective in both motivating children to write and in improving the quality of their writing. Thus, there is a delicate balance to be negotiated between fostering creativity in writing and explicitly supporting skill work. Daffern, McKenzie & Hemmings (2017, p.84) concur and argue ‘one of the key challenges is to ensure instruction in spelling, grammar and punctuation are carefully balanced with other important aspects of written text creation, such as text structure, vocabulary usage and handwriting’. Thus engaging children in writing continuous texts, should not be delayed until they have achieved full mastery of spelling, grammar and other skills, as these can be effectively addressed in the context of writing instruction. Furthermore, within reading contexts, teachers can ensure systematic attention to phonics and word-identification strategies are linked to spelling development (see sub-section on spelling below).

When formative assessment is built into the writing workshop, teachers are gathering valuable data on children’s strengths and weaknesses in writing. Lower level skills can be taught when children demonstrate a readiness for the skill in their independent writing. Resolving particular issues with skills such as spelling, punctuation and grammar is best addressed in small groups using children’s writing as the context. Graves (1994) terms these skills ‘conventions’ of writing and suggests demonstrating to children that they are signposts that enable the reader to read the writing as the author intended. In this way, children begin to see punctuation marks as purposeful and begin to understand how they contribute to fluent reading; they also begin to internalise when and how to apply them to their own writing. They can begin to see punctuation as a craft of writing as well as a necessary skill when presenting writing to an audience. As teachers gather assessment data daily they can plan to differentiate teaching based on children’s needs identified through conferences, rubrics and portfolios (see assessment below).

As with any process of writing, teaching proof-reading strategies to students is essential (Table 8). Research-supported strategies such as COPS (Graham & Harris, 2005) support students in identifying surface level errors in their writing. As students in older classes tend to write longer texts, it is useful to devote some time daily towards the end of the writing workshop to proof-reading e.g. in the last 2-3 minutes prior to the share session, students can be directed to stop and reread what they have written so far that day and to fix up errors they notice using editing symbols (Table 9) and a coloured pen (Kennedy, 2014). This keeps the task manageable for students, as if it is left until they are publishing a text, it can be a more onerous task.
Table 9: Proof-reading Strategies and Practical Classroom Application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components of Writing Process</th>
<th>Writing Strategy</th>
<th>Classroom Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proof-reading</td>
<td></td>
<td>Teacher models what, when how using GRRM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prepare text for publication</td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Proof reading symbols</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Identify surface features interfering with meaning</td>
<td>Insert a carat for missing words: ^</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clean text for grammar, spelling, punctuation</td>
<td>Delete extra words: /</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Sentence combining             | Circle spelling for checking: ◦ | Fix grammar/syntax 
|                               | New paragraph ¶ | *COPS strategy (Graham & Harris)*: |
|                               | Fix grammar/syntax | - Capitalise first word in sentence and proper nouns |
|                               |                    | - Check overall appearance of paper |
|                               |                    | - Use commas/end punctuation correctly |
|                               |                    | - Check spellings and correct |

Adapted from Graham et al., 2012; Graham & Harris, 2005; Graves, 1994; Harvey, 1998; Kennedy & Shiel, 2014

As noted earlier, writers go through three major processes while writing (planning, translating and reviewing/evaluating) and working memory is involved in all three of them (Hayes-Flower, 1980; Berninger & Swanson 1994). As highlighted in Section One above, working memory particularly affects young writers at the translating and evaluating stages as their transcription skills are not yet sufficiently automatic to free up their cognitive resources to attend to the higher-order messages of the writing such as the structure, word choice and overall message. Putting strategies in place to help children with these mechanical aspects of writing is essential and can free them up to concentrate on the content of their writing and to engage in more substantial revision and evaluation. Children in senior primary classrooms who still struggle with these basic skills require tailored small-group support to overcome their difficulties. Research has established the magnitude of the effect of transcription skills on variation in writing output and quality. It explains two-thirds of the differences in writing fluency and up to 40% of writing quality in upper-elementary and early secondary school students (Graham, Berninger, Abbott, Abbott & Whitaker, 1997).

**Grammar**

Students who do well on worksheets and workbook pages focused on skills such as grammar and punctuation may not transfer these skills to authentic meaningful independent writing contexts (Graham, 1999; Graves, 1994). Graham & Perin, (2007) found negative associations between writing quality and a focus on traditional grammar instruction concluding that it was ‘unlikely to help improve the quality of student writing. Such findings raise serious questions about some educators’ enthusiasm for traditional grammar instruction as a focus of writing instruction for adolescents’ (p.21). However, they note that teaching sentence combining (see
above sub-section) can also enhance students’ syntactic knowledge in addition to improving the craft of the writing. Such findings have implications for the Irish context where workbooks and teaching skills in isolation tend to dominate instruction. In relation to writing in UK, Dockrell et al., (2015, p. 426) found that ‘teachers of older students focussed more on complex aspects of spelling such as word roots, punctuation such as commas, colons, semi-colons and the teaching of word classes and grammatical functions of words’ compared with teachers in junior classes. This is likely due to the specification in the UK curriculum which stipulates grammar, spelling and punctuation requirements for each of the key stages of primary which are formally tested nationally.

The content of whole class, group and individual mini-lessons should be based on ongoing formative assessment of children’s learning needs derived from anecdotal records taken during conferences with children, interactions amongst children in the share sessions and assessment of writing samples (Kennedy & Shiel, 2014)

**Spelling in the context of writing**

Spelling is an integral part of the orthographic knowledge that underlies efficient, automatic generation of words during writing, and efficient, automatic perception of words during reading (Kennedy et al., 2012). Snow, Griffin, and Burns (2005) note, ‘spelling and reading build and rely on the same mental representation of a word. Knowing the spelling of a word makes the representation of it sturdy and accessible for fluent reading’ (p. 86).

Huxford (2006) argues that early phonics (reading) is really spelling in the early stages of literacy development, and this argument is borne out by the early research base. Liberman, Shankweiler, Fischer & Carter’s work in the 1970s demonstrated that phonemic segmentation (required for spelling) is necessary for the development of phonic blending (required for reading). In addition, Frith’s (1985) model of literacy development suggests that it is in fact a precursor to its development. Phonemic awareness training has been found to improve the spelling ability of good readers across grade levels (strongest in relation to children in kindergarten) but not to be effective in improving the spelling of older readers with learning difficulties, who traditionally have trouble in mastering this skill (NRP, 2000).

A study in the UK (Savage, Carless, & Ferraro, 2007) which sought to predict curriculum and test performance at age 11 years from pupil background, baseline skills and phonological awareness at age 5 years found phonological awareness (e.g. rhyme, onset and rime, phoneme blending and segmentation) to be a ‘unique predictor of general curricular attainment independent of pupil background, early reading ability and letter-knowledge. Gender predicted performance in writing, the English test, and English teacher assessment, with girls outperforming boys’ (p.732).

An Australian study (2017) examined the influence of grammar, spelling and punctuation on the writing quality of four cohorts of students in upper primary (years 3,4,5,6). They found that ‘between approximately 24% and 43% of the variance in written composition was explained by the three language convention measures and that spelling was the main predictor of written
composition for each cohort’ (Daffern et al., 2017). Difficulties with spelling can negatively influence writing quality as it may affect a student’s motivation, sense of self-efficacy and confidence to write (Snowling, 2000) and may limit word choice as students are less likely to choose ambitious words they can’t spell (Graham et al., 2012). When teachers communicate to children that they are primarily interested in what they have to say and that the secretarial skills can be addressed when publishing, anxiety is relieved, experimentation is encouraged, and children are more confident to take a risk and have a go.

Given the influence of spelling on writing quality it is critical that students learn the alphabetic principle (26 letters (graphemes) and 44 phonemes (sounds) map on to each other) and how they combine to spell individual words. Students should be systematically taught to acquire this knowledge using a range of research-based approaches. The current practice of the Friday test which proliferates in classrooms and which focuses on rote learning and memorisation of words has not been found to be effective for spelling development. Putnam (2017, p.25) in a review of the literature on spelling, referred to the weekly test ‘as Friday test, Monday miss,’ and highlighted research (Abbott, 2001; Beckham-Hungler & Williams, 2003; Gill & Schrarer, 1996; Kernaghan & Woloshyn, 1995; Loeffler, 2005; Robinson, 2005; Templeton & Morris, 2000) which found ‘that students often learned to spell the words correctly for the tests but failed to retain or generalize this knowledge to writing or other language activities’.

Research on spelling development (e.g. Gentry, 1982; Bear & Templeton, 1998) has contributed to our understanding of the stages of development children go through on their way to becoming competent writers. Spelling difficulties can arise when students do not integrate knowledge of letter name, sound and shape. Adopting a multisensory approach (visual, auditory, tactile and kinaesthetic) helps students to internalise and consolidate knowledge. Specific actions for addressing students’ spelling development will arise from an analysis of the errors they make (in the context of their writing) and can provide insights for teachers into children’s phonic and morphological knowledge. In designing instruction that is appropriate and relevant for each individual, the teacher can consider the developmental level at which the student is currently functioning, and the skills required to reach the next level. This requires that teachers have an understanding of the structure of the language. Research highlights that English is logical rule-based language system and spelling is about 84% predictable (Hanna, Hanna, Hodges, & Rudorf, 1966). Table 10 presents the developmental expectations for students arising from research by Bear, Invernizzi, Templeton, & Johnston (2012).

Table 10: Stages of spelling development (adapted from Words Their Way: Bear, Invernizzi, Templeton, & Johnston, 2012).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage of Development</th>
<th>Age Range</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stage 1 Emergent Spelling</td>
<td>3-5 year olds</td>
<td>Scribble, strings and letter like forms; No phoneme association to mark making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 2 Letter Name Alphabetic Spelling</td>
<td>5-7 year olds</td>
<td>Represents phonemes in words with letters; short vowels, blends and digraphs in evidence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stage 3 Within Word Pattern Spelling</td>
<td>7-9 year olds</td>
<td>Long vowel sounds appear, may confuse meat/meet</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stage 4 Syllables and Affixes Spelling</th>
<th>9-11 year olds</th>
<th>Uses knowledge of one syllable words to spell multi-syllabic words; uses inflectional endings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stage 5 Derivational Relations Spelling</td>
<td>11-14 year olds</td>
<td>Learn to use Greek and Latin roots; Notices that words similar in meaning have similar spelling: nation/national</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Words Their Way programme draws on several kinds of word sorts which are relevant to spelling development: sound sorts (e.g. sorting by rhyme, number of syllables), pattern sorts (e.g. sorting by word families, rimes, vowel and consonant sounds), and (for older children) meaning sorts (e.g. sorting by homophone, roots, stems, affixes). Word sorts actively engage the students in discovering patterns and reading, writing and spelling words using the patterns in a range of interactive activities over the course of a week. Teachers can assess students’ level of spelling development and group children appropriately so that spelling is differentiated and ensure they teach visual, auditory and morphological strategies to children for spelling.

The ability to proofread is an integral part of the spelling process but is not necessarily a skill that every child will acquire naturally (Alamargot & Chanquoy, 2001). Successful proof-reading requires two distinct steps; writers must first be able to locate the errors within their work, and then be able to access strategies to correct them. By teaching these steps to the child, the teacher can guide progress in spelling, so that the child becomes an autonomous, purposeful, and confident speller (Rosencrans, 1998). In the context of a writing workshop, students can be encouraged to keep an alphabetised writer’s notebook in which they record words used often in their writing and words they have corrected. In addition, a few minutes at the end of the workshop prior to commencement of the share session, children can be encouraged to read over what they have written, to proof-read for spelling errors. Misspellings can be corrected by consulting word walls in the classroom, writer’s notebook, spelling partners or a dictionary.

Graham et al., (2012) recommend teaching students to touch type fluently and to compose on the computer which supports students with handwriting difficulties. They note that the National Assessments of Educational Progress (NAEP, 2013) require 4th grade students to complete the writing assessment on the computer and that being able to type is a valuable life skill. Teaching children how to use the spell checker can also support the struggling speller.

**Social Context: Classroom Talk to Support Writing Development**

A number of reviews of the literature on discussion-based approaches (e.g. Nystrand, 2006) and meta-analyses of existing studies (e.g. Murphy et al., 2009, Soter et al., 2008) have been published. Studies in the field have examined the efficacy of a variety of discussion-based approaches e.g. efferent, aesthetic/expressive, critic/analytic to promote discussion and their contribution to reading comprehension development. Characteristic of these approaches is the creation of a conversational environment whereby authentic discussion is facilitated through book clubs or literature circles. Children often have choice over texts chosen for exploration and the teacher’s role is the facilitation of high-quality discussion and scaffolding as needed. Other features include creating opportunities for exploratory talk (Mercer, 1995, 2000) to develop whereby children ‘chew on’ ideas, co-reason, build and share knowledge collectively. Children
engage in ‘accountable talk’ (Hampton & Resnick, 2009) and are held accountable to explore perspectives, negotiate meaning, critically question authors and infer the ‘big ideas’ in the book and reflect deeply. They are encouraged to ground their discussions in evidence from the book and in listening and responding to their peers’ contributions. Discussion-based approaches create ‘interpretive space’ and open the floor to the students to co-construct meaning (Serafini, 2008). They share the potential to influence children’s understandings of what it means to be a real reader and can shape their attitudes towards reading as a pleasurable and worthwhile activity in and outside school, ultimately laying the foundations for the habit of life-long reading to be established. They are rooted in socio-cultural perspectives on learning and apprenticeship models (Vygotsky, 1978; Rogoff, 1990) which recognise the role of interaction in shaping the construction of knowledge and higher-order thinking through regular participation in a literary community.

Though less-widely researched, there is also evidence that oral language is critical to writing development (Dockrell et al., 2015; Van der Heide 2017) and that writing ‘has a complex relationship to talk’ (NCTE, 2016). Like writing, talk varies according to each discipline’s structure, goals, ways of thinking and learning, vocabulary, and texts. ‘Accountable talk’ has also been found to support disciplinary learning (Michaels, O’Connor, Hall & Resnick, 2002). As Zygouris-Coe (2002) asserts ‘according to this type of talk, everyone is accountable to the development of meaning by all and for all’ and accountable to knowledge building, providing sufficient evidence for assertions and rigorous thinking. The teacher’s role is to model, promote and facilitate disciplinary talk.

Social interaction and oral language development can be fostered in many ways during the writing workshop as children can discuss their writing topics, collaborate in the writing of texts, work together to revise and edit a piece of work, and share their writing product with the whole class in the share session through the Authors’ Chair (see Table 9 below for examples of ways in which oral language can be used to support writing development as writing is shared within the writing workshops). Providing such opportunities promotes a positive classroom experience and stimulating environment, key factors identified as contributing to the efficacy of writing workshop approaches to writing (Troia et al., 2009). Experiencing a responsive audience daily can be an empowering experience for the author. It is a powerful motivator for children as they gauge the reaction of the audience to their choice of topic and to their words (Kennedy, 2014; Kennedy & Shiel, 2014). As Guthrie and Anderson (1999) suggest, ‘when students can talk to each other about their writing, they learn an acute sense of audience and authorship’ (p. 36). Students need to learn to listen for details, ask questions and state what they like about the piece of writing.

The share session creates opportunities for teachers to model appropriate language structures in response to the writing and for children to develop their vocabulary and oral language (Kennedy, 2015: NCCA/Support material). Feedback should increase in sophistication as children progress through primary school and they should be able to notice examples of craft mini-lessons in their peers’ writing and respond to them using appropriate academic language.
Table 11: Social dimensions and practical classroom application

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Components of Writing Process</th>
<th>Writing Strategy</th>
<th>Classroom Application</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sharing</strong></td>
<td><strong>Peer sharing</strong></td>
<td>Teacher models what, when how using GRRM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communicating with peers and teachers; giving and receiving feedback</td>
<td>Authors’ chair</td>
<td>Create a community of writers through the daily share session</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Establishing trust and tone of classroom</td>
<td>Teach students to listen carefully to each other</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facilitate feedback in pairs, small groups or through the Authors’ Chair</td>
<td>Create a supportive environment for sharing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Create anchor charts with sentence starters for the academic language register</td>
<td>Students respond sensitively to each other’s writing using a structured format:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Begin with what they like</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Ask questions to clarify (enables writer to understand that the reader needed more information)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Notice specific elements of writing (imagery, word choice, character, argument etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Offer suggestions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Teacher models academic language (specific to the genre) and responsive feedback</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publishing</td>
<td>Public sharing of work</td>
<td>NOT EVERYTHING a student revises should be published.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presenting a written oral, multimodal or digital text to an audience</td>
<td>Celebrate the work</td>
<td>Present a range of publishing options: Print, digital, multimodal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Binding techniques</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Celebrations of writing (e.g. a poetry café/school assemblies/sharing in other classes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Display in the classroom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adapted from Graham et al., 2012; Graham & Harris, 2005; Graves, 1994; Harvey, 1998; Kennedy & Shiel, 2014

As noted earlier, during the mini-lesson the teacher can model the kinds of language and thinking s/he wants students to notice and use at each point of the GRRM model. Paying explicit attention to the academic language register linked to each genre provides students with further practice in acquiring and using language in authentic interactions (e.g. proposition, corroborating evidence, counterclaim: argumentative writing).

Teacher conferencing with students during the workshop as students are engaged in the act of writing is a further way of supporting talk in the classroom (NCTE, 2016; Graves, 1994). Conferences can be with individuals and/or small groups of children as they are composing. The hallmark of a good conference is 80% child talk and 20% teacher talk (Graves, 1994) whereby the teacher ‘nudges details from the writer, seeks to understand what the writer is attempting, and scaffolds them in doing so’ (Kennedy, 2015: NCCA/Support material). The key is to respond to the writer and to resist the urge to ‘fix’ the errors that may jump out on the page.

Van der Heide adopting a genre theory and socio-cultural lens in relation to argumentative writing (2017, p. 342) contends that ‘learning to write should be a social process in which students learn to make the writing moves of a genre by talking about writing with others and
through trying out and hearing talk moves in conversation”. The ways in which teachers are able to structure talk and provide opportunities for students to talk within writing workshops is pivotal as the talk moves act as a verbal rehearsal for the writing moves. Teachers need a repertoire of skills to facilitate such talk including higher-order questioning, prompting, revoicing, recasting contributions and employing wait time for students to formulate their thoughts.

A further way for students to engage in authentic oral language is in considering an oral presentation rather than a written publication in publishing their writing using ‘technologies such as voice recording apps on smartphones and audio editing tools…as students create podcasts, videos, or other multimedia work in which they share their writing through oral production’ (NCTE, 2016, p.15).

---

6 Retrieved: https://www.cdl.org/articles/disciplinary-literacy-and-accountable-ta
Section Three: Assessment of Writing

Whether children do see themselves as writers, and behave as writers, cannot be judged simply by the product of their writing. Observations of them engaged in writing and in discussions about writing provide valuable evidence (Allott, 2019).

As noted above, assessment is a key element of writing instruction. The feedback children receive from assessment, and the feedback they generate themselves through self- and peer-assessment, can have a profound effect on the quality of the writing, their self-efficacy in writing, and their ability to self-regulate or manage their writing in the future.

Formative and Summative Assessment

In this section, we look at two components of writing assessment – formative and summative assessment. Formative assessment occurs on a day-to-day basis as the teacher (or the pupils themselves) generate assessment information and use it as a basis for planning revisions to a piece of text or planning a mini-lesson. Summative assessment is typically used at the end of a period of study, such as a term or year, and involves assigning a score to a piece of writing that reflects its quality across one or more dimensions. Summative assessment is often implemented using a scoring rubric.

In practice, formative and summative assessment may not be mutually exclusive. For example, a scoring rubric could be used by the teacher or by students to assess a piece of writing across one or two dimensions. The outcomes can then be used by the teacher as a basis for planning instruction in specific aspects of writing where additional support is required. For example, a rubric on the organisation of expository texts might point to pupil strengths and/or needs in such areas as the internal structure of the text, the effective use of sequence and transition words, and the inclusion of appropriate introductory and final paragraphs.

Assessment of Writing in the Primary Language Curriculum

The learning outcomes in the Primary Language Curriculum (NCCA, 2019) describe children’s expected learning in Writing. The curriculum also provides the Primary Language Toolkit which supports planning, teaching and assessment for all aspects of language learning, including writing. Examples of children's writing in the Toolkit illustrate learning across a number of learning outcomes. Further support for planning is offered through the Progression Continua. The progression steps in the Continua can also be used as reference points for assessment, within a broad approach to assessing children’s writing capabilities. At one point in the school year, a teacher might assess vocabulary used by pupils in their writing and provide instruction in that area based on the findings. On another occasion, a different outcome, such as spelling or engagement in the writing process might be selected as the focus of assessment. The Progression Continua are useful in the context of formative assessment, enabling the provision of targeted feedback to children on their progress in Writing. The PLC (NCCA, 2019) states clearly that there is no expectation that individual children will be tracked using the Continua. Instead, teachers may use the Continua to focus on the progression of Writing capabilities of a particular group of children (e.g., those struggling with writing or more proficient writers whose work might be extended further).

It should be noted that use of the Continua requires the teacher to observe children engaged in
the process of writing. Other assessments focus on the quality of texts produced by pupils but do not take the instructional context in which the text was produced into account.

Gathering and Using Assessment Information

Teachers will gather information about children’s engagement with writing and the quality of their writing in a broad range of contexts. In addition to information gleaned through using the assessment resources in the curriculum, information can be gleaned from share sessions, where children read and answer questions on aspects of their writing; from writing conferences, where the teacher and pupils gather to discuss strengths of one or more pieces of writing and aspects that could be improved; and from children’s ongoing work as writers, where the teacher can observe their use of strategies and the quality of the work produced, bearing in mind that a child may be working on an early draft rather than on a finished piece of work.

Teachers’ observations on their pupils’ writing can be recorded in several ways: by taking anecdotal records of important events as they occur – for example, a teacher may record that a pupil has successfully completed a letter to the Taoiseach requesting more funding for a school building, or that a pupil is struggling to structure a report on the effects of burning fossil fuels; or by completing a checklist indicating the extent to which important writing strategies have been implemented. Teachers may also find value in collecting children’s writing samples at different points in time and using them to show children how they have improved and where further improvement might be made. Where appropriate, children can help with selecting texts to include in their writing portfolios.

There has been relatively little use of conferences to teach writing in primary schools in Ireland. As noted earlier, Kavanagh et al. (2015) reported that conferences were used by teachers of 9.8% of pupils on a weekly basis (in Second class) and 15% on a monthly basis. The formative assessment information gathered by teachers can be used as a basis for planning whole-class, small-group or individual mini-lessons, in which an aspect of writing that has been identified as being in need of improvement is emphasised.

Using Rubrics to Assess Writing

Scoring rubrics are descriptive scoring schemes developed to assess aspects of pupils’ performance, including writing. According to Kavanagh et al. (2015), relatively little use is made of scoring rubrics in Irish primary schools, with published rubrics used weekly by 1% of teachers and by 2% on a monthly basis. Use of teacher-designed rubrics is also modest, with teachers of 2.7% of pupils using them weekly, and teachers of 15.7% using them monthly.

Most rubrics for assessing writing are based on the seminal work conducted in the 1960s, which identified key traits in college students’ writing (see Diederich, French & Carlton, 1961). In recent years, rubrics for lower- and upper-primary classes have been developed here in Ireland (see Kennedy & Shiel, 2014) and the United States (Culham, 2018). Teachers in Ireland, especially those working in DEIS contexts, may also be familiar with the First Steps Writing Continua (Education Department of Western Australia, 2005, 2013), which can also function as scoring rubrics.
One example of a scoring rubric is Culham’s 6 + 1 traits, each of which is scored on a 1-6 scale. There are 7 rubrics in all, focusing on:

- **Ideas** – the central message and details that support it
- **Organisation** – the internal structure of a text, including creating the lead (opening), using sequence and transition words, structuring the body and ending with a sense of resolution
- **Voice** – the tone of the text – a personal stamp of the writer that is achieved through an understanding of purpose and audience.
- **Word choice** – the specific vocabulary the writer uses to convey meaning and enlighten the reader. It includes use of ‘strong’ verbs, selecting striking words and phrases, and using language effectively.
- **Sentence fluency** – the flow of words through a text. It includes crafting well-built sentences, varying sentence patterns, and breaking the rules to create fluency.
- **Conventions** – the mechanical correctness of the text including correct us of conventions such as spelling, capitalisation, punctuation, paragraphing, and grammar and usage
- **Presentation (the +1)** – the physical appearance of a piece. Elements include applying handwriting or word processing skills, and incorporating text features such as headings, page numbers and bullets.

In addition to ‘generic’ rubrics that can be applied to all pieces of writing, Culham has produced scoring guides for specific genres (or ‘modes of writing’) such as narrative writing, expository/informational writing, and persuasive writing (opinion/argument). These are especially important for senior classes where the instructional emphasis on genre-specific elements of texts can be expected to increase.

The writing rubrics developed by Kennedy and Shiel (2014) include sub-traits of writing as well as overall traits. For example, voice is subdivided into audience, risk taking (creativity or invention) and style. The sub-traits enable teachers to take a more in-depth look at and provide more detailed feedback on particular aspects of writing. Kennedy and Shiel also include genre-specific indicators within their traits. Their rubrics are based on a 14-point scale, covering the full range of writing abilities from Junior Infants to Sixth class.

Over time, pupils can be expected to identify the traits of effective writing, as they receive feedback from teachers and other pupils on the quality of their writing, and they observe examples of more- and less-effective writing in the texts they read. Pupils in the Senior class can benefit from developing their own scoring rubrics for particular aspects of writing and applying those rubrics to their own writing. Self-assessment can promote greater awareness of the elements of effective writing, and support the development of self-efficacy.

In some schools, there may be value in developing a shared understanding of a scoring rubric. This can be done when groups of teachers come together to discuss the quality one or more pieces of writing, and rank order them based on the descriptive criteria in a scoring rubric. The understanding of writing quality developed by the teachers can then be called on as they score writing samples of pupils in their own classrooms.
Multiple Approaches to Assessing Children’s Writing

Clearly, there is no single approach to assessing children’s writing. In order to implement a process approach to developing children’s writing, teachers will need to implement a range of assessment methods. In particular, there will be a focus on formative assessment, with the goal of identifying aspects of writing that might benefit from further work, at the whole-class, group and individual levels. A range of tools including anecdotal notes, checklists, writing portfolios, progression milestones and scoring rubrics can be used to identify strengths and weaknesses, provide appropriate feedback to pupils and plan future instruction. As they progress through the senior primary classes, pupils can become adept at applying these tools to their own writing, and identifying aspects that need to be revised or on which further support is needed.
Section Four: Recommendations for the Pedagogy of Writing

Arising from the literature reviewed in this paper, the following is a set of recommendations for teaching and assessing writing that are consistent with the new Primary Language Curriculum:

1. Acknowledge the developmental nature and complexity of writing. It takes time to develop and reach maturity, depth and sophistication in writing. Pinpoint each child’s stage of development to identify an entry point to instruction.

2. Provide time daily for children to engage in the act of composing text. Without daily time to write, children are unlikely to develop writing to the level required for success in school and in life. Provision of adequate time supports children in discovering their own ‘voice’ and unique way of putting words on paper. Consider how you are currently using time in the classroom and how this extended time for writing could be facilitated.

3. Combine the teaching of the forms of language – oral language, reading and writing – rather than teaching them in isolation or separately. They are reciprocal processes and can support and strengthen each other. For example, pupils may discover the same genres in oral language, reading and writing.

4. Avail of opportunities to link oral language, reading and writing within the disciplines (e.g., history, geography, science, art, physical education). Aspects of language that can be taught in these contexts include vocabulary and word choice, comprehension skills, knowledge of genre, and writing processes.

5. Develop the motivational aspects of writing alongside the cognitive and metacognitive aspects in the writing workshop. Motivation is important at each stage of the writing process (planning, translating, revising). Put conditions in place to enhance motivation to write and agency by providing children with opportunities to:
   - choose their own topics
   - engage in writing across a range of genres and disciplines on topics of personal interest and curiosity
   - collaborate at various stages of the process
   - build confidence and sense of self efficacy as it is linked to level of effort and engagement in writing
   - set and achieve goals with an optimal level of challenge
   - see you as a teacher engage in the act of writing for authentic purposes; Be a role model

6. Respond to children’s writing often. Response can be in the form of a daily share session. Audience is a powerful motivator for children. Set the tone and establish a climate of respect for each writer. The process of responding to writers should be modelled by the teacher. Conferencing daily with pupils provides a useful opportunity to respond to writers as they are engaged in the act of writing.

7. Explicitly teach strategies for each stage of the writing process using the gradual release of responsibility model. Strategies will differ depending on the particular genre. Support children in acquiring the research skills (print and digital) they require to plan and inform their writing.

8. In teaching a range of strategies, make children aware of the purpose of the strategy, and when and how to use it. This will build their metacognitive awareness.
9. Teach short mini-lessons on the craft, processes and skills of writing. In planning these lessons, teachers should draw on their knowledge of genre and the writing process, and on the assessed writing needs of their pupils.
10. Use a range of summative and formative assessment practices to inform mini-lessons and feedback to children. Model for children how to self-assess their writing by engaging them in the development and application of rubrics based on mini-lessons taught.
11. Use high-quality literature to underpin and support mini-lessons. Exploring a range of mentor texts helps children to identify each author’s particular style and use of genre, and emulate these techniques in their own writing.
12. Put the emphasis on the content and form of the writing. Communicate that spelling, grammar and punctuation can be addressed when proof-reading. Teach these aspects of writing using a discovery approach with small groups convened on the basis of assessed needs.
13. Teach spelling and keyboarding skills explicitly to improve transcription. Care should be exercised to ensure that formal spelling instruction is not at the expense of time for composing whole texts.
14. Communicate high expectations for pupils and support them in reaching those expectations.
15. Encourage children to publish in print, digital and multimodal forms and sharing their writing with both children and adults.
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